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.ABSTRACT •. ~.ol • "" 
.. The objective of this: ·thesis was the dev~lopment of a nonlinear 
smoothing technique to be used in conjunction with the powerful 
Box and Jenkins time series, analysis and forecasting techniques s.O· 
that the Iat·ter ·coul:d be made more robust against deviations from: 
Gaussian err.or ·as.sumptions.. Out·liers .. or other contaminated observa-
identifi:c-ati.on., e·$-ti.-IIIation, and tore.cast·ing_ :methods. Conve.nt·ional 
linear smootning te.cli-niques d,.o not. :disqr$minate against outlyin-g 
observations·. As a res.ult.·:,· a :i'16:t1linear. ·smoothing technique .qalle·d 
the Run.r1ing: Medi.an w.~···.aevelbp~d ~nd :a.r1a1yzed :in li:ght. ot the -.s·tat.e·d. 
:.affects on :general t·i.n:te. :-$:eries· _p:att.e:rn.s... Sei.reral p:rope.rti~s. of· ·th~· . ·~.· 
..... 
Run.tiing Median. were :s:tated a.:nd. pr·ove·d.. Analy·s.is was t.hen :extep.d,~-d· .to 
. 
. ·th.~ B·o.x. and ·Jenk:ins proc·es~. mo·dels an·d. to time seri~~- gerte.r·ate.ci f:rom. 
t..·i_~_at.ed. to d~te:n.nit1e. the bene:f~ts· an4 :ctraw"back.s of Running: Me~a,p: 
·sm.oo.thi·ng .on Box and .Jenkins techn.i.que.~. 
.'l:'b.e i.:nvestigations of R~n-irig ·Me·dian s·1µ09tb!.rig procedures show 
. them to be a simJlle but effective method for removing time series 
contamj nate.s: which are otherwise- capab·le of disrupting Box and Jenkins 
proced~es. Resolutions for min.or problems crea~ed by smoothi_ng· are 









~-·· . ,.,_ ~ -~J-'"·~-----.......... - .,,.., ....... -·--·-~-·-· ... ··· 
l.:O INTRODUCI'ION .AND STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 
' 
. . 
A great deal of the data arising in the field .o:f business, 
economics and- en-gin.~.~:ring :qc:cur: i::n the form of time series where 
·various degreef> o:f int~rnal -dependencies exist between series 
observations. The e-:d.st:ence of these dependencies 
for the time .$er·i:es to- b~ :a.n.alyzed, modelled, and, as is often t·:he· 
case , extr.~pola.ted =(:f¢>r~·c·asted.) into futw.e ·tfrne. The forecast.-s: 
are then us·e:d in, b_11t_ no_t. J.imite.d. to:, sJlGb ·decis·ion maki_ng areas ais· 
production: :pl-8Jin.;tng, i~ventory: cont:rol:,_ ,and process c.ontr.ol. 
One of tbe most. powe.rtul te.qhniques. developed .for the analysis, 
·. Je·:rikin.s technfqu.e., ·n:amed: after·· i·ts .d~velope:rs· G .E. p·-. Bc;x:: o·r the 
•. Univers.:ity of Wi-sc,o.nsin and Gwilym. :M •. , Jetikins of· the Url-:ivers'ity 
of Lancaster, Unite:d Kip.gdom. )3ox.. and Jenkins, borrowi~g on the 
·work of Quenoille [24,]., Yule :t33].,: An·de;son [1,21·, Bartlett [3,4], 
Tintner [27], M~n: [2.2],. w·old. :f32 . ], Durb.in [13]_,-·Danie:i_E> [12.], . . . ·. .. . . . 
. 
Brown [10 l ,. Harm.an (19;] , .. Kend~I-1 mJ..d ·stuart [21] , T'Uk.e·y [26] ,, and. 
many others·, •culmin:,ated t·he: :devel'.C~pm.ent and J?.Ubli·cati9:ns ·o:f their 
analysis technique,s in .a ·text; T:i..me _Ser.ie<s .Analysis, Forecasting 
and Control [8]. In particular,. their teclh~iques are. ·based on the 
idea that time series are often be.st .represented by nonstat·:ionary . 
.· 
·• 
models in which t.rends, seasonals, and other "pseudo-systemat.fc" 
characteristics which can ch~ge with time are treated as statisticaJ. 
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,. A very ·important a.nazy~·i.s tool i·n t:tie :stochastic ,1::1,pproach to 
time series, expecially with Box ~d J·e·nki:ns :anaJlysJs techniques:, is 
the autocorrelation function of time se·rie_s:. TQ.e ~utocorrelation 
structure reveals the properties of. :the ,proc:esE? :UI1derlying the time 
series when the series consists of t·he proce·.ss- buried in ran_dom 
error (noise). This random ,error is usually a.s·s1m_e·d. to be dist·rib·ut.e·d · 
as N(O, "a2). When the,error component Of ·tJ;J.e tJ.;me series is JI6t 
truly random and di·sgui$es the true J?i:·bCfl$:S, :flteps must: be· take:n_. t.() ·- .· 
clean the series· qf urrwe.nted, •misrepres~nt.at.ive and non-random •-ob:-
servations. If n·ot. removed:~: ·erroneous m.odels· c-an be indicate·d ·as 







:The· 1>'rdc¢-c.1µr~, used ·i:r1 the. ·Box, t:l.tld. Je·nkins t·ech.ri:iques for 
removin:g and. ::m,ode,~li~g Jey~_-_l· .~1onst.ati.ot1ar1ty (trertd} :in time ~er:ies 
.e,tld repre·sentipg t:rends a.rid: ·Se®.Onals i:s the propagation and magq.1-,~ 
·fi:c.-at:iQn.. :O:f· the errors ·in th·~- ser·ie•s.. When the errors are random: 
a.r9und. ·the trend and a·p·$·UlD.e.d dfst·r'.ibµtE=d as N(O, a. 2), taking s.ay :r a . 
ti.:n:ite. differences pr:op.e.gates them in such· a way as to have: them 
appear random and distributed S.s N [ o ! 2; "a2 ] in the residual 
-.series.. 'r;tl~ variance -of the errors is increased but· it is increased 
ferences taken of tihe 't.rend, as desi:re:d. 
. G 
-.... 
When the errors are non-random, fin·ite differenci~g of the · 












statistically, the appearance of the differenced t·re:na· element. A 




be indicated. i.11 ·the-se res:i.:4uals and thus an er·r.oiieous model of 
the proc·e.ss- ·can ·res~t. The effect of such ·® rerror can be de-
vastati!,l.g whep decis.i.on:s :for plannin.g and c:ont.ro1 a.re based on the 
model. 
modelli_ng has te.=o. to what is known as .smoothing technique.s. ·S .. ome 
\ 
·of these techniques are modelling techniques as well': b11t. bas·ica.lly 
the intent or· a smoother i:s· to remove ·or: tr·ansform t:he noi-se ·sur-
rounding the ·u.nct.~rl-yin-g pr,ocess iii' orde·r to re:fle.ct the.· :prqcess 
clearly. .T·-r:ELdit:i.oi1al smbot·he.rs ,: J1owever, te.nd. ·t.o :tl~ve a a:etriment .. a.1 
• 
e.-:s.peci:ally :J_if1:e.ar smoothers. The da.I:rl_aging e:f'fect.s· ·a.re J:>~en ·.in the 
aut·ocorre·1~tio.n f'.1.lilct·ion .. m1d. ~.s:: .such c.an cause: .erro.n·e-ous ·:model 
···a t···fi· +··· 1. en ·:1·· .. -:ca;\ii·on •. 
. ' . . _. - . .• - . ~ . . .-. ' . . 
operat.e on..: ·n:on-r.andom e·rro::ts i.n. .. su.:cn a. 'way as= to :lllake them appe:ar 
-~ 
'.rand.on.i put yet a.t the s~ t·!me n.ot· .affect t:ti~ t:ruly random errors. 
Most importtmtry, it sh.Qllld not affect· ·the sta-ti$tica1 structure of 
the series. Sucl:L: ~- smo·oth:ing: t·.e:¢hn.i.que coui·a be· used in conjlll1.ction 
with Box. and Jenkins a.nalys:Ls. ::of ·time serie-s· a.n:d t·hus make the latte·r 
_techniques more robust against violation.s .o.t the random error 
assumption. A literature search has failed to reveal. the existence 
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it is the purpose of this· thesis to d¢-v~lop such a smoother and 
, 
invest_igate its. effe.ct. pn Box and J~rikiris ~alysis techniques. A 
candidate for t-his s·moother ~s what wi.11. be called the Running 
Median, and it :i.s this smooth'.ing: teqm1:ique which will be specifical-ly 
stu~ed ,· al·t-hough others may be int·ro:du·.ced. 
. ·gene~al review· of t.ime: series .. ~a.lysis and smoothi~g- techniques in 
theory·.. Spe·ci:fi:e; at:t~.e:nti:on. :is given to smoothi~g: eff'ectJ3 on 











~· -·-··· ..... _ .... - . 
'• ·--·,, •.-~,,, -. · .. ,., '"'' •• ,.,· •.. -,, ., .. , .... ,,,..,,,-,11 • .,.--.. ' I 
'.2· .Cl ·TIME SERIES ANALYSIS - GENERAL 
Kendall and Stuart [ 21] define a time ser-ies as an ordered 
set of observations · on a phenomenon which is movi~g thro:ugh time. 
We say a time series, Zt is continuous if the time t is continuous • 
. 
We say a time s~ries is discontinuous (df:s,c,rete) · -if· the.: time series 
observation:s are given at ·_discrete points in t.ime t 1 ,. ··t2 :, .•• ~ tn , 
although t·be ·process g~ner.a.-bing· t'he: t,·i:nie series ~Y b~ .Gont·.inuQ'Q.$. 
This. thesis wi::i.i deal oniy ·with di.pcr~t~ t,ime s·~rie·s: observed. at 
equispaced intervMs of, t.1II1e t .. 
A set of· ·ots:ervat.i:ons ·de,f:tnin:g a ·rinit.e time series w-i-11 ·be· 
.. 
de·.-s:ign-a.ted .. as z1 , .. z2 ·, • :· •• :,: Zn where s.ubscripts. de~9t.e· the tt:rne-
int~rv4.. t ::i.n which the obse·rvat,i,on·~ Zt we.re ·ta.ken. .'In theory, the. 
length of a t·ime series· co1il.d b.e ·1nf·inite,'; b.ow.eve:t\,"' ·f:11 :t>'r,actice 
we deal nt·h time series .of' s·ome finit.e ·Iertgt,h., w~i.ch ·:ts :to say 
·. .. . . . . 
that t:he :number :of· ob·servations .i:n. the t.ime s:et~ie·s i,s finite • A 
. ·-··.' . ,.· -- • .. - . . '. . . . . . . .- ' ... • ... - . .•. . . ·- ... 
a continuous time series· :at: fi~.ed point·s in 't.ime ... 
. I 
Time series come· :i:n.. aii sh.apes :and si'zes. For example , =the. 
• 
daily Dow Jones Irrdu.s,trial Average :·d~:fi:n_e:_~ a time series',. a.s does 'the 
: . . 
annual rainfall for a certain loca1$.ty :over a number o·t years. 
Example illustrations of time ser.ie:s ca.n be ·seen -i-n. the figures 
associated with this th_e.si:s .. 
The ultimate objective of time series analysis is to arrive 
at an understandi~g of the mechanism which generated it, either 





















because it is desired to ·fOrE!'cast (extrapolate) ·the series into 
future time. If' we assum.e that a time series ·defines a stochastic 
process, we rec_ogniz:~ th..at ~ given time series: may be but one o.f: 
many possibl_e .r~a.li~ .. at:i_ons of the_ generating mechanism of the t·ime 
series. Li.kew':i/$-e·,. ~- .given time series may be a p.ossible re-alizaticiij 
from many: gene:ra.ti:rig mechanisms. :It is the analysis .objective in: 
. 
this .cas·e t9 ~n:rer wh·ich mech.a.n-is'tns·- ntlgqt possibly gene.r:ate .. s.u·ch. a 
' 
. - . 
' .... series and then ·de,cide :up·on wh·ic;n :niec11a.nism might best repre·sent 
I 
the parti cuJ..a.r- ·re ali z·at i 011 ,•:: 
Typica.J Jy ,. ti:m.e s~ex-i.e-s :m.ay b_e: thoµ:ght: ·o:r .-~s GOrlsis.tf.n_g:: o-f _four 
-parts [21]; 
li. Random Component::. 
A time series .can be represe-r1te.d as one: of these· ¢:om.pon.~-nti,s o;r 
. : 
several of t·hem combined. 
Trend generally re,fe:rs: tt> :~ ·o:rpa(i.,_,_ -global -move-ment: of the• 
.. ·,. 
series over i·ts :.¢nt:ire l~-ngt·h.. (stri.ctly spe,~}ng, at· :1:east .ove-r a 
. 
.. -
··.: : . -
.' 
substantial port-i.on ·o:f' its length).. For example a time, :-s.·erie.s 
gene~ated by ·a: linear :p:roces·$. , i. e·.-., Zt = a + bt , i fl ·t-~endip.g. -~ 
upward (b > 0) or downward (b < 0) and is said to contain ,a :.1i:near 
trend. Also a time series generated by a quadratic, cubic, 
. ~ 
. . quartic or other polynomial contains that d_egree of trend. 
.• 












The se·as·onal ;ef:fe:ct is a systematic fluctuation .imposed on the 
series by a ·cyclical. ::phertomenon. Se.asonal pattern:s in a time series 
are observed because observations.·~ a fixed ·.or· ·ip.tervals {say s) 
. 
.. apart are similar. The most con.nnon :seasonality .i·s in observations 
separated by one year al-tho:0,·gl1 ::Lt. :is definitely n:ot limited to this 
period. 
·,·-When ·t·rei1d~~an<l :se·a;$.onal variation··are su·cce:sstuµy removed from: 
.. 
the time series, the residuals consi.st of fluctuat·ions about some·· 
mean level.· If these fluc.tuati:ons o.r some portion of them. can. be. 
represented as some fun·qtion of tillle ~ w.e ·have: what is referred to: 
as an oscillation. It the.se ·f'luct:uat·ions· ar~ r-andom 'in. t:he se.nae: 
distribut.ion., t:heri ·t:he re:"s.J .. dual.s: -a.pe: said to :be completely· ·ran.a..om •. 
·,, 
.. 
characteri~ed a.·s con:sisti:ng of both an osci:llatory anti :random 
component.. Th:e ·object of' analysi~ in this .. case !.s to detect w:hi.c.h· 
is sub.Se.ct :tt> .. law ·~d thus: c-apable ,o:r· be·ing modell·ea at1·<a wb.:i:ch· ·: . . . .. 
·~ 









3.0 SMOCYrHING .AND MO.DELLING · - -_. • . • • 
- 1. 
The concept o·f smoothing can· be thought· of as the e:limination of I • 
• 
the random component or inaccuracies :in observed data while retaini_ng 
the information of the true funct.·i.on underlyi~g the data.. If' we 
think of the in:ro·rµiat:i·on :co:nten,t. ·as a s.ign.al and the inaccuracies as 
noise, then smoothi:llg can be ·visuaiiz~d as a sort of .fiJ.teri~g (removal)~ 
·.- .. ,.,. -·i, 
of ·-the ·.-noise in .order -to c~lear:J-y ·re,ve.,al ·the -·s_:Lgnal. If --an observed 
time series is to be operated on by ·tinit.e ·differenci~g as is the ca$e 
with Box ·a.n·q Jenki.ns an~ysis t·e· .. ehni.que·s, :smoothing can be extremely 
valuable sin.ce· :finite ·.dJ.f.f~ren,cin:g tends to propagate e:rrors in non-- ·- . 
. 
0 
exa.ct data. Th-'is :P.heriomenon i·S. explaj.,;ned in greater det.ail in a later-
::se cti·dn on .fin.it.·~ di.f:f'ere't1c:ing:·. 
. ' 
.• 
Smootihin:g· mid,,_ :iti.b(;;rent·:ly ,. m.odti11ipg: o::r· ti.me :seri·,e:s '.h:as b.ee-Ii . •. 
- .. . 
., 
.· 
·: t:ra.ns:Gendental functions· ··ta the -se.rles C>.'r the f·it·ti.~g;: qf ~,toeh.ast:!c 
model.s: $UCh_. as :those de.y¢lo:ped by I.lox:" ·a.t1d Je)1klns_. ':L'nese models haye 
The algebre,.ic models ,att~·l@.t to smooth a se:rie-$ ·by· :1.east squares 
fitting of· polynomi:als or ·py :·movi!,lg ·a.ver~~s. The: transcendental: 
models·, usually thought of in conjuri~tiori with· ··Four·ier an<i .spectral 
. 
. 
analysis techniques, bing/ on the cyclical arid ~scillat~ry content 
of time series. :St.ochastic models which are described in the later 
sections on Stationary 'lfime Serie·s and Box and Jenkins Analysis 
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.. 
,cit: iihe process_ generatin.g the time $.e~·ies. 
The Runni~g Median. :smoother to be deve·loped does not 
attempt to model a series but only to clean or prewhiten :the seri~~· 
for subsequent analysis with· Box and J~n;kin:s :models • 
3.1 . Moving Averages 
In order to establish a bas·is· f.o:r:· st:'µciy o:f' t·he Run.nirre;:,.·~dian 
:Sm.oot;her, it will b~ :instructive to briefl.y rev.few· the popular: 
• 
:,.;--
smoo~h ~~ g technique of movine; averages. Since both the average 
and ·median are measures of central· tendency of data, hopetu.J..ly· the 
use of est.ablished moving ~ver·~g~. tll.eory will benefit the develop-
... . - . ·' . 
ment q·f' :Rw.mi;ng M~dian: theory .. 
Smoothin:g· i.s.- ge.nerallY r.eferred to ,as th~: pr·oo.e .. ss :of :f:Lt.t:in:g 
Consider: the determination. of tre;nd :.in ·a t:ime se·rif~.s .. ·We: .co.Ul·.d 
represent .. the trend componen~ b.y ·a polyr10:mial. in: ·t·f·me. ·t .• 
. •. 
:By.,de-· 
fini;ng the d_egree of the pol.yfidmifµ ?.·i:gh ·~nqugh.·, ·we :c.an obtain :a;s . 
. . 
.• .. p .·s::.n-1 ,, 
which will take account of the trend movement. The selection of 
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~--
we can ident:i_fy a very obvious tren.d. The- fi·ttl~-g- 4one by least 
squares gives ·the regr_ession l~ne of Zt on the v_ari-able t. 
. ,,., .if .. ,_: .- -., J-'·· 
When the seri_es has no obvious trend, an alternative to findi~g 
·II 
a polynomial to represent the ent,:i.:re series is to determine one , 
whi~h represents a part of it at.fd :to. possibly use different poly-
nomials for di,fferent. parts.- The simplest such snioothi~g method 
. 
-·,ror ·~tti~g a -t:re.hd i·s·· t:h·a.t ·of moving averages. The metho:d is: to-
. take the fi.rst :nt -ol>~e.-~vatJ.-ons, fit a polynomial of -~egree p, 
middl~ O:f ·tn:e range m. 'l'b.e- procedure ·is then .r~p~:ated_ for the m 
observations sta.rti~g: wtt4 the- se:cond :azid._ gotpg thr.o:u,gh the . 
(m+l)th, etc. Tlle :::r~ge: of :m -is ·usuaJly ch.osen to ·be an o~d int~e-ge,r 
.· 
value so th.~t the middle point of the ra,rige . cm;l) corresponds in 
t-i·me to -~, obs:erved value .in tbe. t.ime: series. By following thi.s 
_.: .. : .. ·t:_P 
-- a.·_· 
··p' 
. -_ ,.:m~.1. . .. , _ -_ •. _ _ _ • _ . , _ . ---• which is a. we;i¢ht'ed ave:r-~~ge of the 2: .: .ol>se:r:-vat:i;ons. J.mme.-di,,a.4ely· 
preceding and t}le :mt. ,Observations il_!lID.ec:liate1y Succeeding the 
observation in the :mid.dle. cm;1 ) of the range_ m; thus the'"term 
"mo~ng averll~:·" ,The weights must- sum to one atid be independent 
of which pa.rt :of the series is taken because th_e weigh.ts are 
. .. dependent only on parameters p and m. Due to this· :fact , the 














The resultant s:inooth :ser·ies or· a: terms is of: length n - m + 1 o· 
and represents the curve of best successive least: squares fit of 
the polynomial of d~gree p to the time series. '$'he movi~g_ a.ver;age 
series represents a smootbip:g ·of the o:r~gina.l :series. with the 
m-1 .absence, of coµrse,. of the: smoothed valu~.s :for ·t,be:. first 2 and 
last m;l end point.s ·of the original serie{:;. 
- . 
. . <N1nne~rous ·a.ppro·ach~ s: h:a.ve · b·e·en: develope_:4. .for, -approximati:p:g t·~e 
moving aver.age procedure such as iterated :~i~1e ·aver.ages, which 
are multiple smooth.ip.gs. ·of a series·, ~.11d- use ·of Spencer's 15-point 
and 21-point f.ctr-mulae .for· graduati~g •$er,ies.. 'One .of' th~ mo$t 
. 
. p:opµJ.a.r ID.oving aye:r.:_ag_~ smoothin·g prcJce.du,r.es ,. especially :popul-ar 
·:for time ·ser~e.$ forecast·±n.-g, is t·he.t of exponential smoothing 
. 
which cons·:1.:s:ts -of. ·we;igllting observations of cont.inuous time series 
we··i-.ghts are those of· ~, ge_ometric ::pr_c)gress·l-on. The we_i·ght given 't.o· 
.-a11 previous obs~rvatit>rts ·de:c·rea.se:s g~ometri~c:ally ( or exponentia.ll y-
for continuous: s:et·i:e-s) with _age. .ExJ>'onential sJn.oothi~g can b.e 
tho_ught of· as a. simple way of estimatin~ c;oe .. ffi.cients of polynomi·~I 
models for a: time series as opposed t~ le.as:e squares estimation. 
• 
- •I 
Simple exponential smqqthi!lg is suited :for -~ constant model, double 
•. 
exponential smoothing .for: a line:ar :moq.el,- t.r.iple fqr .a. quadratic, e·t-c •. 
Exponential s1noothing stems ·:rroni t:h¢· contention that recent ob-··· . 
servations are more important in ·information content than observation·s, 
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recent data. The simple exponential smoothi~g: o:f'- ·ob.servations _Zt 
is given by 
' ' . :1 •,' where ex is a.nal_ogous to, but not exactly equal t·o·i'· .-K _fo;r simple 
moving aver,ages. Exponential smoothi~g. is a f·:trt,ear combi~ation 
.. _,.::ff:· .ai.1 ··pe.st observ~tions where movi~g aver:ag~:s :i.s -.a. linear combi-
·n.,;iti .. on ·.o·t· a: :f'i~ed. number· of observations. The expec.t.ed value of 
the· :expop.~nt.i.al. 'sm.oot:hing function of observations i .. e. the same . . 
. .. 
as thos,-e. ·o.f the· or·i:girtal. observatiOh·S·, thus j1.1St..ifyin.s· it as an ·.. .·. 
.· . -
tne.ory of e.zj)gnential smoothi:f}.g:•: It ·will ·be s.ee:r1 later that .. ;•- - . ·• . 
. ... : . . 
• 
but.: :&. ~=pecial. ·case of ·the versat.i1e Bo~. ~ci ··Jenkins ·mo:.de'ls .•. 
,The techniques mentione.d ab.eve· for:: .removi;r1g ·t:·rend :c~: be. ·us.e.d 
·aJ.so for removi!}g seast>nal CO.J'.O.POnent.s.·. :In the case of movi!-(.g 
aver_ages, for example-.. ,·· the. ave:r:·:ag~. of the o.bservations withi·n a. 
seasonal cycle qv~r, the le!,lgt·h o,f tl.le serie·s has bee_n U$ .• ~d ·as a 
the ~ovi:ng aver.age trend, and to take., :for example,.· the.; monthly, 
' ' 
•. 
means of the deviations, adjusted to· .sum to zero, :as- the estimation 
of the seasonal constants. This proced-ure, called the "difference 
from m~~g aver.age" meth~d, is · similar to another method called 



























values to trend· are ·11~¢c;l. :inst·:ead ot ·qi=ffe,:rences from trend [_27J: .• 
Another· method in common practi.ce for removing trends and 
seasonality is finite, differencing which will be discuss.e:d in more 
detail later. 
It is inte·resti!J.g to· .note th.at :movi=~g ayer_age smoothi~g·tech-
·time _"si:!ries ,. act on. 'the osc_:t..11atory an·a r:an.dom components and. can 
' ' 
create (induce} trend I·ine-s itt them. Th.is effect: is important if we 
are eliminati!1g t:rend- so as: to· :cqn·c.~r.itr~t~ att.e.:nt.·i:on on oscillations. 
For example, suppose we ha.ye a series coliiposed ,of a trend ~ ( t) , 
and oscillatory tenn :x2(t), and a random element x3(t), so that 
Zt = ~{t} + X2(tJ + JtJ{t}. 
.. ·. ,., . 
. If' we deternrl._n~ t:JJe: t::ren.·.d by a. movi:ttg. ·aver·age,,. 4e:nPt:eli tpy· T. ~ ·then: 
. 
we get 
Now it i::; obvious that. the terms TX2(-t;) a.ri.d tx3( t) :may distort the 
genuinely ·osci.1;1.:at.opy ·p~t~: ·o't.': tl1e, re.aid.ua.1. ;ser·ies a.n:d induce 
. 
... 
. . . '.. .-· 
spurious os.c.!llatory ·inovemertts in t·he, r·artcio.m c:qmponent. .The 
e:f'fe~t of taking a mov:Ln:.g average: of a purely random· series will 
•. •. . . 
be to generate an osc·illatory series, provided that the weights 
. 
. 
are such as to_ give a positive correlation between successive· 
members of the_ generated series·. This is known as the Slutzky-
. Yu;Le effect [33] •. 
,. 
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Conside·i:, for ·example. ,·:·a --series of infinite extent made up of 
inde:pendent observati·oI;J.s drawn randomly from a ·normal distribution 
with mean of zero :and: vari.a.nce . 
. .. '. .. . .... .. -, . 
2 
v. Now consio.e.r· taki~g a movi~g 
aver_age ,;rith we;ights w1 , ·w2, ... , wp of the :random series. It can 
· be shown [ 21] that t·he re~ultant s.eri.es has as -t:he serial correlati_on. 
at l_ag k 
~-· ' 
p-k 
~ wJ.wJ.+k, j=l 
0 ' 
-.. 
For an in:f'i_n:ite . series_ .ge:nef~te.d '.in_ t~is way, we see that alt;ho:a.gh-
.. 
the or::L.g;inal series hag ze-ro· se·ri.al correlation$.~' the movi~g 
:avera·ge·- series is serially correiated up to order :p:; that: i.$. .a.s. 
. . I 
~o:r1g .as t·erms in t·h~: :ge·nerate.d se·rfe·s_ have any terms {oo·s·erva.tions) 
or the or_iginai. ,sf=r_:Le,s in c.omm.on. ·ror a sample movi?g a.verag¢ 
of exten~ p, :a.I]. the w 's are equal-, t·o _l/p, thus .. ,, . j 
1 -.hl, p r: = k 
0 
The correlation may be quite ·h:igh fpr l_ag k = 1 and falls off 
.· linearly to zero at .k· ·= p. 
... 
the 
It can also be shown 
expected v8:'J{?. the 
[ 21] that :f'or all the w j 's equal to ~ that 
variance is reduced from v2 to v2 /p·. ,. 
Thus the movi~g aver_age_ gives an a.ver_age reduction in the variance. 
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In addit·ton to induci!Jg corre-1.a.tiq_:ns-:into ·resi~uals, another 
drawback to -u,s_i.ng linear functions, s_uch as movi~g aver.ages, to 
smooth non....;exa.ct- data, i.e., data with random error$, is that the 
fimctions operate. indiscrimin;a.tely on the data. They operate on 
observations with ·high ~rror cant.~nt in the same. way (with the 
same we.ight) as they do ·on ob·serya.t·io_ns -wi~.h low error content:., 
. It .is Jthis drawback in l:itie·a.r· funct.f.ons whieh the nonli-nea.r 
3.g: :Fi-ni.te Differettcip:g 
. . 4 
... 
-
:_serie~ consists of.· .:a; polmomi-a.l ·e::1ement, we. ·can _eliniin~te- it b:y· 
succ~$:sj_'ve. dlffe-ren-c_e· reduce·s the. degree of the pc)iynomial by ~ 
. 
. 
one.. T'ak-tng ~n·ougn oiffererice_s will .eye:ntu.ally re .. duce the .poly~ .. - . ' . 
:fiomiaJ~ (t::tet1d:): :e,l.:ement -ent·ire~y:. Finite ·differencing .of time 
,series :is:: also. u·sed. ·to remove seasonal. compon.ent.s by identifying 
tbe. p:e.rio.d., __ say s t.ime inte.ry.als, of the season.. ~d taking l 
• 
differences between observations s intervals. ap·art. In this· way ·.-.:. 
we remove from t:he_ o:ri_gina.J. -series the t-i·me dependent relationships . . . '• 
of observations bet-ween seasons.: The ·aim and, hopef'tilly, the 
result of· usipg· differences to remove trend and seasonality is· to 
. ' 
leave a stationary residual series of a ·more or less random nature • 
. Finite dif'ferenci:llg forms the o.:asi.s·. for Box and Jenkins analysis 
.. 
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· techniques and as $u..ch deserve ~,ome definition and r+otation. 
The general scheme of <ilf:f'erences can be stated in three weys 
depending on whether the notation of :forward ( ~ ) , _back.ward ( V ) , 
or central ( 0 ) dif:f'erences is used. The equati9ns de:f'ining first 
differences for these differences ar.e :respect.ively 
·,:. .. 
o zt =.. zt+l - zt·-l .- .. 
·2 .2 
We: will :teStJ;ict attenti'dn to 'the back.we.rd difference ( V ) notation 
use:d by Box and Jenkins J8 J. $econd and su.bseg_uent differences 
.. 
..... 
.. Con_sicl.er t·ak.i_ng the su ccess;i:ve di f::f'erences of' ya.).:11,es trom the 
t:·hird- qegree. polynomial 
< . . . .• 
(. . ) l "( . )'. 2 ;1 ·( . . '"·3 z~.· ·:·_·_ ;: t -5 + .~ t· .... ·.5 : . · ·+ , • . .. · . t --5.' 1 .: 
·1.; · .1.C} · · · 10.0 .. 
'!'he resultant series and subs¢quent differences are given in Table 1 
:f'or t = 1,2, ... ,10. This is an exact series. in that there is no 
error component and tJ1us can be differenced ex~ctly to. a constant 
(.06 in the example) by taking three successive differences. 
I:f' we consider a non-exact series such as values of' sin X to 
four decimal places for x at 10° intervals, we get the series shown 
in Table 2. This i~ an inexact series since we are truncati~g the 
···17 
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-values to· a finite 4~gree of accuracy (tour plades).. We notice 
that the differences steadily decreas:e in ID:agni tude until they 
are finally small and oscillatory. That is to say the di:fferences 
decrease up to a point ( v5), but b_eginning with v6 , th.ey begin 
to increase in 1n:agnitude and variance. Differenci:ng a series too 
much is a.n.a.logous t·O' force fitting Jt ;polynonµ~; o:f a higher . - . . 
- ~-
. 
reason why we·· c·annot: ·iii..f.f'eren.ce· sin .X exactly to ze,ro is that a 
•, 
:po~ynomiai cannot :re.,pre·s:ent :a: 't;_ransc~p.clental ·funct:ion e.~~ctly.: 
the prop_agation .of errors i::n the data.. :For e·xa.m;:pl~., -c-otfs:i·ae:r t.he. 
.. 
·cor~ect. value of z5. =· o. Th·e·. :r~s.ults :c)f :di::rfer.~pci~g this now. 
inexact se:ri~s are_ givet1 in T.~ble :3 ~ ·\le ti'ot:ice that whereas 
v4zt produced all .zero.es for the exact s~ries .in Table 1~ that 
v4zt produced; an osq:ill:atocy series about a mean of zero. The 
ef.fect 0£ ·di.f'·fe·renc_-i!}g·_ the _s·i_ngle error is: ·to spread (prop_agate l 
the error· f~wi.se: t·h.ro:u@1 ·tbe tab·:1e 9f .diffe.rences in Tab1¢ 3 and 
at the same t·ime consider;a.b1.y · .. :mag:ni_ty t.r.1e -e'rr·or. .. 
-. 
~ 
:This· .fact has .. , . - . . . 
been used: in the detectiori -of .errors by ¢liff~_renc:i;ng f15]. 
Since differen_ci?g is used to remove a polynomial trend in a-. 
time series , its effect on the random component of the series 
should be considered. This can ·be accomplished by invest.igati!,lg 
. diff'erences of the random component · separate from that. of' the 
. . 
.. 
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polynomial trend since the ·a1f':re·re11ce operator V if? linear under 
addition and we are ass,nni~g ~hat the more or less random component 
of the series is additive to the t·rend ,and ~e~sonals. If we denote 
the trend component by T, the seasonal component· by S., and the 
ran~om error by at ~- then 
. . .. · th ;If ·we take the- r-- differepGe. :of a :random s·e:ries, we have: 
If we define t·he backward shift opera.t··or: :B as a time displ:a.c~ment 
operator s:-µch that': 
:.~· 
., ,r· d 
-
t:hen 
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. ... 1' .- • • :, 
r 
= 1-. L 
j=O 
.This result :ta- use.a.. ·to ca.l:culate the lower limit ·of' the polynomial 
to represent· ·a. given: t:ime. :s·~ri:es in. the 0variELte.-.d.i·f'ference" •, . . . . 
. 
method of removi.;i1g ·a polynomi .. al :fr.pm ·a ti·:me -series. 
.. . .., 
.. level sta;ti:onarity ·or.· t·he ra.ridonr. cd~p·onent of· tl1:e .series, we have 




•• ( 2r-) 
. . 
--
f~Gt.:or or ·· ·r: ·., .If the :random ·element ·is large c.o~ared wit.h. t.he· 
·sy·stem~t.1·c o·s·:cilla:t·o~y ·ct>mJ?pne:nt , the i·atter ¢~: b·e h-i-dden. ·i._:n 'the 
rar1~om ~l-ement and be diffi,cult to tind. w:he·rr di.ff.eren.ces are, tak.en .. 
stu·aying the Running ·Median smo:ot-ht?r. G - • 
3.3 · ·ptat~opag T~me _s·eries 
If we successfully remove the elements ·of trend and seasonal 
variation, if any, from a time series, we will be left with a more 
or less oscillat·o_ry ,series about a. ·constant va.1tte·. Time series 
a.ppeari:ng to .have· no natural mean a.r·e S!µ.Q. to be nonstationary. 
while those that do represent a process in equilibrium about a 
constant mean are said to be station~. To be more precise the C US! C 
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I 
distribution F(Zt+l, Zt+2 , ••• ,Zt+n) is stationary if F is independent 
of t for all n > O [21]. A less restrictive d~fj.,nition: of 
stationarity which is connnon in the. theory· o.f ·stochastic processes 
(e_.g., time series1 is tll.at a process is stationary in the mean if 
the expected Value ,. Ji. ,, of the l\' s are the same ; . and a ;:Process . is 
-
stationary in variance if' all the zt 's have the same hoID:Qgeneoµ.::; 
• .2 :vari-an ce. , , a .. 
. z 
3. 31 Autocovarianqe·~.Autc,correlation Functi.on·s. 
I I 
Stati-onarj.ty implies that the joi·nt: :p.rob .. a.b:t.J-it:y ,distr.ibl1t·i·o.~ . ·. . 
-
'between Ztl and z1;2 is the srune f'Q1t all, t:trne t.1 a.nCJ. t2, w}:iich are 
·r;onstant inter .. v. a.ls a_p··.art. ·_· ... ·..• ne··n·o· t·· 1···n·g· · ·t··:h·1· .. ·s · t· ·· t· ,. t·.. ... 1 h ·k·, 
.P · . . . · · . c·on.P .an .· 1n: erva. :.~Y ,. 
tpe: covariatice between zt_·.·.· an. d. ·_zt. +k· i.s ca·1· ·1" -e.d. ·t·.h·.· . e· a· i1·t·o· . . • 
·,4.: . 
.. --~· ._·_ .. covariance· a.~-
;lag k and is defined as . 
where 













' FOl' a given set of finite datE.!. the sami?le (empfrieaJ.) autocorrelations 
rk are computed from 
.... 
. 
. ! :L 













:where l_ag -k = ·l-,2, . .. ;n--1, 
-
Z = the sample seri.·e·s .n;iean;, 
A plot of a.-gtocorrela.tions as a f'unqtion of the lag k is Called. ·• 
' •. 
the . autocorrelation :t'uri.Ctfon {or cottelo~a.mJ. T?iis i'µp.ction is 
. . .. · . . . ~ .. 
eJCtremely useful in exploring the internal structure of statistical 
,.;,_ 
..•. 
and the spectral density function CC>ljlmOnly used ill ;:ipectral analy:sfs 
theory. Spe.cifiCally, the spectral density function w( a ) is the 
Fourier trap;sfonrt of the autocorrelation function p j • That is [ 8] · 
(X) • • 
w(a) = L P j e 1 aJ 
j=-oo 
From this result we see that the information- given about a series 
by spectral representation is equivalent to that_ given by auto-
correlation representation .and as such can be said to be doi:ri,g the 
• 
. : . ~ 







same thing.· Tb:e t;Utocorrelation function· q.eals with relationships 
between values of the series separated in time while the spectrum 
· (plot of a against/ w. ( a ) ) exhibits the: .extent to, which the series 
is in step with certain funda.:rnenttll. :freqµ_en.c-:ies,.: Whereas Box and 
Jenkins use the .aut.ocorre·1ation approach to- t .. ime series analysis, it 
can be s.84:d ·that: ·Box @d Jenkins techni·gue,s ·clo tlle :same thing as 
spectral -.atialys:i.s te,chniques but in a diff~rent. domatn.. 
3.32 Moving Averages and Autoregressive S~:ri·~-s 
" 
Kendall [21] shows that if a time se.ri:e.s· ~t: is stationary that 
tl}..e moving: .average o.:r the· ,serie·s 
.. 
.. '• 
is als.o st:at.io~axy. If at is a purely· random pr.oce$S with· mean of 
zero, then ·the: ,aut·oJ!brrelations are: .gi-ven by 
(2) p = k 
q-k 
L "'i ti+k i=O 
0 ' 
' 
•k :<:_.·· ... q··· 
... -
·k >··.q: 
which we saw e~lier in dis::c·u.sfring moving aver.age sino·otbers;. :In, 
general, if the sequeri:ce of we·igh_ts VI O, ,,/, 1 , · 'P 2 , • • • is _fi.n.ite· or 
infinite and convergent, t·he proc.es·s Zt is stat1.onary. 
From ·the form of equation (l}, ,consider. the ,s:eties ·defined py 
(3) z = t 
Usi:ng the backward. shift operator B defined by Bat = at-l, we can 
. ' 
write (3) as 
o· 
.. 








If at is a :pure random process with mean of zero. and a finite variance, 
we are sayi:ng with (4) ·that the observation Zt a~ time t is the sum of 
q+l consecutive rand.om ~hocks we_ighted accor.ding to 1, - g1 , - G2 , ••• , 
. . '.. ~ 
. 
- Q • q This e.qµlltion .defines the Box-Jenkins model for a finite moving 
·The ··weights 1 ·, - Ql, - Q2 , ••. , - Q need 
.q 
not total unit·y' and ·thu~ t,he· term "movi_ng aver.age" is somewhat mis- <s 







.Denoting ·th~. co~·fticients o.f: -13.._J af.te.r tire: ·d:i.visi9:µ as 
:{6.} 
? .. • •• 
-'.._. 
1r • , we get· 
J 
We: now. ·can ,eJCp:r;.e·ss 'Zt a·s :a :re.g:re:$·f3_,ion ·o:f' infit1it.e· ¢~ent. on pr.e·vi·ous· 
serie,s val ue.s Zt.. _. , j ··= 1 ,·2 , ••• , plus.· ,a ranciom. :-shock ·a..t· ·: ·:, 
..• -J . 
(7) Z - r z + ·z + +. ·a· . t - 1 t-1 1r 2 t-2i. · .. - .: •• •: t.-
(X) 
= <L j=l 
·• 
To insure what Box and Jenkins refer to as the invertibility conditi.on .. 
" 
for conve_rgence, the roots 1r j in ·the equation 
(X) 
(8) L .. j=l 
. 
















in (8) mu,.st lie on or with.in t·he: unit circle. 
Now consider a series def'tned by 
(9) z = - ~ z - ~ z -
. :t ~l t-1 V2 . t,~2 ... ·• -"' Z +a 
. ·. 'f.J t t' p -p f•·r;-· t""'.,-r:-';r•_•r '.~I'' 
where the· ¢. are weights defin:~n ... ·.g the regression of z.t·. on a. ·f'i.11ite· 
· .. 1 . 
number of previous values zt-1' zt:;, .. , ; zt-pJ and whei'e a.t is .a. 
random shock . .(:coinponent). This ·model. de.fin:<~,s t:h·e autor~gressiy~ ... Bo-:Jc.-. 
Jenkins model. It can. be st·owp [:8:,J, that (9.J i.s ~so expressibl·e as 
an infinite extent moving average of previous Shocks at.,...I' at .. 2 , •..• " 
Specifioa.Uy W(= can write (9) as 
p 
E j=O 
where ¢0 =l 
' 





where f = 1. 
0 
t/J zt . p . -J =· a . . t.' 
,1.. • Bj .:)· : Z = :a·t·: .·:
'1J J ·t .. 
1 
p . E ~. BJ j=O J 





Again, if ~ is e. stationary series then so w~ll Zt provided that 






















... - .•'-·"" 7'111., 
fall on or within the llllit circle· .. This is what Box· and- ·Jenkins. =call 
the stationarity ·condition. of a linear:' process. 
.• 
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4 .. 0 BOX .AND JENKIN:S .ANALY·SIS TECHNIQUES 
4.1 General Modelling Procedure and Assumptions 
Having reviewed some theory behind smoothi~g techniques and 
stationary tiin~ se:ries we can move directly .into a description of tn:e.· 
discrete time, se-rie·s analysis theory de.ve:Loped by G •. E.:P. Bqx :~cl-
.• 
Time · Series Analysis , Fore casting and. C(')ptr.ol. [ :8 1-~ ·The· ·Box~J:enk.i·ns 
approach ·hinges on the idea that a time seri<;s. :L$ statist:icai (as: 
opposed to det.e·rmini-pt,i·c:) and as such ·that its future vaiues can be 
described only in: te.rlnS of .a· ·pro'tta.;oility distributi_on.- · As discussed 
in Sect_i:on .. 3 ... 3, if' ·a ·t:ime-· -s$ri~s ev/olve.s in time. ac·cording to pr¢~ . . 
,•• . . 
stochasti.c ~roe.es$. 
. M:ost· ·time s.e,ries:: eJ1coim:te:red i:n ;pr~ct±_c·e -a.re. not .. st:at:i.on··ar:>c, .as 
de·f'ined in Se: .. c't.i:on- '.3:- •. 3, ·but· exhib:~t: nonstat·ionarity such a$·· 
stochastic t.ime s·er-ie·$ with. ,B·ox and. J~:zlkins. a.n:a.lys·is ·theory hinges 
of finite -~_f'ferencing, .Bo.x a.no. Jenk-ins Bn:hl.Ys.is: theory· allows· 
for removal :and mod.elli~g of trends and seasonals. The stationary 
res.idual. ·t·ime series remaining af'ter differenc_i_ng can _then be 
.analyzed for possible movi~g aver_age and autoregressive terms. 
A detailed .description of the Box and Jenkins· technique will not· 
be attempted here since Box and .Je.nkins devote an entire text 
















differenci~g- in: Sect.ion.: 3 ... 2 :a.ri<i ~:a;t:ion_acy ti·me- s~'.ri.es presented in 
Section ·3_. 3, a short summ~y· .:of the· Box· and J·e.~:i:n$ :methodol_ogy 
should be sufficient. 
Box and Jenkins have devel·qpe..d. a :framework of models from which 
a- certain class of models is se,lected for trial. fitti~g to the 
empirical. :time ·series unde~ -~tudy.. The ci~~:s: :·o·f mode.ls se:tecte·d for: 
autocorr·e1:ation :t'unctior1s of the time seri.e,s wid the ·theoretical 
autoc.orrei.ation functions· qf'_t,he Box an,d Jenk.in.s models. Those 
·model-to~se-ries relationships mo.st $:illllla.r t,hen dete·rmine the -mo·St 
four s~ __ ag~s in the· it.e:rat·fve :approach to :model, ·building: 





Est·imat.e par:~~ters., :i'n. the t-enta.t.ively entertained mo·d.e:1.;-. . .· 
petei-mine the· adequ_a.cy .o'f the model ·tl1ro:ugh di_agri.os.t:i_c 
checking· an.d i.f'· .not ade·qua.te :ret·u:rn t·.o stage 2 • . ~. 
~ . 
The model class. ·p·ostulation an.cl ~:de.ritd1fi·c:at.io:p. ,ste.ps 'in st-:age,s 
1 and 2 are a9complished thr·ou@. ·the use of' . .11.~toc·o.rr.e:latiort analys~:~. . ., 
. •. 
• 
· The m~del paramet·er esti:ma.tion in the.ir text is accomplished throµgh.· a. 
least squares estimation algorithm for non-linear parameters developed 
by D. W. Marquardt [8]. After a trial model has been processed by 
the estimation program, the user ·must decide whether the model is 
adequate. This is accomplished by knowi!J.g the required accuracy of 
. ,.... ~ ~ 
• • 
.o 
. . ' 
. . . ','. ;: ·i ::-.·: ;):;;.·::; .: : .. \,i : ' ·; 1• 




.. •., .. ~- . .r, • 
-~..:. 
'· 
a model and by t.he i-nvest·:i.gati:on o.f ·;t:be .residuals. '. ·The di_agnostic 
checks employ .such things as th~- autocorrelation o.f the residual and 
the cumulative. J>e.riodogra.m of the·: residuals. Box and Jenkins 
adequately cove·:t l;roth of the$.~- :di:agnost·ic che:clrip.g procedures in 
their text. 
Before pr.oc·ee.di_Iig: to .ae·-scri/b:e: the :gep.eral -cita.s.·f.>es. of Jlox~erikins . ! •... 
:Ln:t·ervals of t:ime. Although tlie se-ries nee cl not be ·.station&ry prf oi: 
,t_o .. ·analys_:i.s ,: the series is ~ss:ume4 t;o be: :free .Ot'" inconsi.$tenci·e.s 
-:bet·w~en obs:e:rvations:. ·For exampl_e, :indic-.at.i.-C>i1s of ·var'i·ance ti:~I?.ende:n-. 
cie.s t>:Q ti-me s.ho.:ulcl b.e removed by tra.nsfornrl._ng the: :s:e:rie:3 with, 
·1_og11rithmic- p~· ·squar.e. ::root .furrctions. I:f· t:here- are ti.me se:r·.i,e-s 
ob·servat;~ons ·which reflect a,if.feret1t· :e.vo.lut.i.otia.ry ci-.rc1un·st-a.n.c.es·~-... 
") 
for ex~J?le difter~nt number o.f ,worki_ng: days i·n the mo:tr~'h.,.. these 
i~ b'ased -on, st.och~st·ic principles, ktrowp det.erministic ·i.nfluences 
such 8$.. tbes.e should be removed prior to a.n~y:si.s • WJ~e :s-ame .. go,es 
··· for known "wi.ldpoint·s" or "outliers·',: ,fn. ·t·h.~ t.'ime iser.$e:s.. 1l _maj·or 
underlyi?g assumption behind Box-Jenki-ns mode:ls~ ie that the errors. 
(shocks) in the time serie·s be t:ho_ught .of ·Eµ3.. rf.mdom drawi~gs from a 
fixed distribution which in turn is assumed to be the normaJ. distri. .... 
·bution with mean .zero and variance 2 (1 
a • 
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variables .from .. -S1.i'Cli a. :procei~s will be _designa.t·~a. as .at, . at-l 'at_2 , ••• , 
sometimes called white no.ise. 
When the errors .in the time se,rie:s are·· rmi"dom · as. indicated the . . . . . . . . ,. . . . .· . . , 
least-squares es:t'ima.t:ion (.:fi-tt;iµg) of· a Bo~-Jenlcins ·model ·is a type 
of smoothi·ng Jtroce:din-e •. Whe.n t::l1es.e. error.sf are.= not.- ·random, ·-the • •• ' I 
f'itti~g pro.cedure -will not '!le· ,ent·irely $ID90th~ Iri.dee·d,: the model 
·. in·dicated as: ''lie·st·"· ·:fo.:r s:uch a time· ~erie·s_ may· :ti_Qt' be: .one. which 
truly repr-e;sent·s t:t.i~ process genera.t::i __ ng -th~ time· seri:e:s· ·b~:caus.e .ertp:r-s, 
themselve-s, may· be unwantingly modelle·d. · Tb.i.s is ·the in~.n ·.reas.on wJ1y· 
~· pre1i:riiinaey smoothing with a non..:1:i,n.e·~r :smoot-her, suc:h as the-
Rwitti~g: Median, can .. 'be extreme:ly valuable. :rr the non-random errors 
can b:e enti·rely or even ·pa.rtiaJ.1y··e1i:nri.-nate_d -so. :as to give a more 
.• 
random st~t:f:$ti:c·al pictur:~:., the Box and :Je-nkf11s lD.Qdelling technique-
will be ·greatly· e:nh~c~d,.. :otherwise , as we ·vrill see, the identi-
:fi cation of the a.ppr:o.priate :model can become ·-nearly impossible .• ,· 
4.2 Description of Mode-ls 
I:f w~ let zt be ·the· ti·:tne: ser:i-es- ;_obse:rvations- t·a.ken ·at time t, 
then the_ ge:qeral 'linear :sto.-c~ast.ic Bpx: .ai.td .J:enkin~. ·mode:1 us·ecl: to 
describe-· n.:qp.-f>e.a.sona.1 time seri.e·s •• l._$ _:_, 
where 
p ,d ,q = non-n_egati ve int_eger paramet:ers; 
B = the ~ackshif't op~rator sµch that BZt = ,_zt-l and 
. ' . . . ~ . d 
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• 
¢ (B), Q (B) = .!)olynoniials in 13 9f order p and_ q respectively, .. 
. p q 
• 1,.e. 
tl.p ( B ) = ::t - ,rA ·;e -~ .l"l .. .. ·•· .• 
n (B) = 1 - Q B - ••• ~ Q Bq,· ~ 1 ,, q 
Q O = Any deterministic, linear regression fil:Ilction which might 
be ·· fitted to the · series i,r1 a.dditib[l to ¢p ( B) and Q q ( B) • 
8t = random distllrliarices (shocks), a::;siuned to be independeI1tly 
distributed a.5 N(O, u a2 ); 




V = I·-~: 
and thus 
... 
V d = ( -).d: 1...:B .: .. · .• 
' 
:_. 
This term provides the means of differenpip.g the level non-stationarity 
( trend) frOlD. the series so that the stationary re~iduals from the 
differencing can be modelled With tliOvirtg a.Ver.age 8.hd a.tite>regressive 
terms as discussed in Section 3,·3, ·· The above model is· called the 
M • 0 • ••• •, ' • ' • ·_, • • • 0 • • • • 
. generalized Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model 
o:f order {p, d, q). By assigning various values to par8Jil.eters 
p; d, and q, numerous models are possible. . . . . Four special models 
- - -
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(1) the Moving Average (MA:) model, (2} the Autoregr,essive (AR) 
model, (3) the Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model, and 
{ 4) the Int_egrated Moving Aver_~ge ( IMA) model. 
The model 
Z_-_- - "= g (B) at= ·(·1 .... : gl. -B __ : •.•• --·e Bq) at-. t ,,. q . . ' . . ·- . .. . q 
~is ·cal'xe·d .;t,h:e· ··Moving· ·Ave·r~ge ·{MA) model ot ord~r q ·and is t1.s.ecl: 
to des criiJ.e a (p, d, q) := (0, 0, q) process. This model is use:·d to 
.. 
·def:1cr:i/be a .. system ·ope·:rat:ing: :at a :me.an. :·1evel µ but which devi-at·e:s 
from this level because of' ra.ridom she.cks at, at-l' The ... ' at . 
. . -q 
-~ 
MA model sa:ys the series o:f deviations Zt - µ is a linear combinat:i_on 
•.. 
g ) . 
q 
.zt - µ. = r/J1_{zt._ ·-_._-._1·-· --~ :JJ: J +- '/J :(z: · · ·. - µ.; J ·+ • •· :._-
. 2··-t--2. ·- · 
is :called an ·Autoregressi·ve_ (AR) mode·l ·of:· :or:der- p and is .used to-, . 
des¢:cibe a (p, d, q) = (p," o, 0) process. Whereas the MA ni.cidel i.s 
:a linear regression O.:f a finite member o:f random shocks at, ~-l, 
... , at-q, the AR m.o;del is a li1:1ear r_egression of previous obser-
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.• 
A mixture o.f tl1e MA .atid AR models is ciPtained ~y letting only 
d = 0 in the ~eneralized ARIMA model •. The resuJ.t i.s the ARMA model 
of order p, q describing a (p, 0 ,-_ ·q.) process. The· model is written 




'/J (B)(Zt - µ ) = 9 (B) at p q .. 
The MA, AR, and ARM.A models are· the Box. and. Jenkins models ifor ,:., •. 
• • • "ti1 t' .,_ • . t • . . : . . ; . . . dth stationary time sen.es. .r,Qr nons ·~u1ona.ry .. ime series,. s.ome · . 
difference is ta.ken of' the se.:rie.s and. the residuals mode.lled with 
. -· ' . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . .· . . .. . ' .. . ' . ' . .. . ' . . . ' 
· · ·r · · th · · · · · t· th .. _.. · .. · the stationary model:;;... .· f the d ·. ·· cttfterence o e se;ries 
·•. 
resuJ.ts in a stationary.~ proce.ss of O:tder (p, d, q}, 1Ihe ;:;eries . 
would be described as the Atitoregressive Integrated Moving Avei:age 
(ARIMA) model. A (l, 1., 1} process '!llOdel would appear as 
'• 
'/Jl (B}(l ... B)l'{zt- µ ) = 91 (B) at 
If the dth difference Of the series restilts in a stationary · 
process, then the trend is a.ecol.lilted tor by a poiynoJDial of 
d_egree d.-.-
By deleti!1g the ,AR terms of the ARIMA model we. get an Integrated 
Moving Average (IMA) model oi' order .£_, g_. T}ie lMA. '!lJ.Odel appears as 
The IMA model for a nonstationary ( O, 1, 1) process represents the 
well known "exponential smoothing" practice referred to in section 3.1~ 
Just as the class of' models previously described can express the 
dependence of observations in successive months, we mey construct •. 
.. 









. , .. ;:.. .• 
similar models to represent time dependent relationships of obser-
vations in the same months of successive years. Combining the two 
we get a general multiplicative model :for seasonal time series : 
where 
• • • - ~;ssP is called the 
seasonal e.utor_egres·siv~. term; 
-. . .... 
seasonal.- mo:v.ing: :aver.~ge term; 
( S)D '·. . ,·. . . .· 1-B is the s·~_asona:I. di:fference. :t:e.rm. 
Tb:e ltn.iltiplicative process ,desq1·:t'l:fed l>Y such a model. is said to 'be 
or order (p, d., q} .:x {P, D, Q;Js Where.~ is t}).e time interval 
die fining t}).e seasonal peri Od, e,. g, ·:1 ~- = 12 :tor yeiµ,ly .se as·orial:i,ty 
of :mont~ly dat:a. 
ln order to decide. the d¢.gree o.f di f'f'e:rencing reqlµ.red as we].l 
. . . . 
as the degree of the /lll end MA terIQS to be included in a. trial 
model , we must obser"lte relationships , and the degre.e .o:f the 
.. 
relationships, between the v-a11.1es of the §ample autoc:orre1a.tion$ 
at lag k versus those of' the tbeoret:ical autocorrelation functions . -
:for the models. Definitions o:f the theoretical and sample aut_o-
correlation functions wer~ give~ in Section 3.31. 
Nonstationarity in level and variance in a time series can be 
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of statistical: ;hypot,he.ses: that the variances a.rtd levels of the 
series, broken into :Logical_ groups, are ident.:.ical. Probably the 
quickest ana .most t1.seful way of dett9eti_ng_ ievel non-stationarity:, 
however, is through the plot of the· sampl~ :autocorrelation f\m.ction 
for the series. A h __ i._~ correlation bet:w.een dat:a points at. the same 
.. l_ag_ indicate the. probable existen:c~ cff .a pe:rio.di,c ( ~e.a.s·onaj.J 
to zero in ·an· ·exp·on·e.ntial fashion witn incr~~$ing ·1ag :i.ndicate·s- the . ~ . 
existence of ley~-1 non-stationar:ity.. ·!f the sample auto·correla.t·ion: 
tunctton dies· :out. quickly with in.creasi_ng lag, a stationary model 0 
1AR MA·· or ARMA.· __ ··•_·_·.·_.). wo_ul_d ·be in_· d_i.ca.t:ed. \ .. ,. . . . ' 
d:irterenced 1l!ltil the :re·.s.idua.l .autocorrelations. die oµt quickly. 
• 
.•. 
·The ·1'vari:-ate-·difference metllod" mentioned in S~ctiop.. 3.:2 can also :-. 
be ·used. to: estim~te- when the series has )Jee:-n .differe·nce:d. en.o~gh: to 
Ident-ificat:ion: of the appropri.ate AR and MA terms to in·clude 
with the ·.di:fferen;:ci:ng previousiy· don.e t.$: n:ec.e:ssarily inexact 
mathematically. ·Th_e pr·oces~. a.bst:raction comprising the time series 
allow:s us only to study broad characteristics from which we :seek a 
class of models to entertain. The autocorrelation function of a 
purely autor.egressive p_roce_ss of order :E.. tails off a:rter l.ag .E.· 
The autocorrelation :f'unction of a pure movi~g aver_age process of' 
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If the autocorrelations tail off after lag p = q, a-mixed ARMA 
-t•·- , .. -
process is suggested.- :·Box and Jenkins [ 8 ] gi-ve · :numerous examples 
" 
of typical behavior of .various autocorrelat_ion functions. It must 
be kept in mitli:l th!3.t sample autocorrelations can have large variance; 
and. as a- r¢~'1J:t:., -close resemblan.ce of t.he sample: furic.tion to the 
-. theoretic1:1.l :f'uncticm should not aiw,ays be expected. Broad characteris-
tics revealed. :f.r:on.1 only the ·.first ·fe_~, autocorrelat·iqns :ehoUld be 
used to s~gest classes of models for trial. B1ack!nan ana: Tuk.ey 
suggeSt that. estima.tio:tl .of parameters f'rom autocorrelations wj.th lags 
series , sh-oul& be a.voi·ded. .: -'.aox-., :however_,_ s:µ.ggests t·hat aut·ocor~ 
relations llP to lag of lt = .25n are;usuaL1y acceptable for m.@e'J. 
identi fi.·c.at·i--011 •. 

















5 • 0 RUNNING MEDIAN SMOOTHING 
As stated earlier, finite di:f'ferencip.g is used i·n t-he Box and 
Jenkins analysis procedure for .remov1.;rg and modeUi._ng level non-
stationary time series. When. t'he· se·r.ie·s: a:r;~- conta:roi-nated with non-
uniform and high-variance err.ors-., t-lr"e -~-:r.ror prop_agat:.ion from dif-
·.I 
ferencing can ·damage. the :statistic:.al st·ructure of ·t.he· seri~s and thus 
present defitiit;e :problems wit~ ·1.3o_x a.nd .Jenk_ins. analysis. The ultimate 
-hopefµJ_ly can ·be .;remedied by :the. introd.uct:i'on of the R~ning_ Median 
:Sllloother .. In t.hi-$ se:ction _, the Running· Median will be introduced 
to. be of eq:ual con·ce:rn... Conta:min·at;ions can hampe:.r· the sta.t:L-sti-c.~ 
investigation a.r1~. -~:st-imati·on t>f' st.a,t,ion.ary s~ries as well as that o.f 
series relatively unaffected s.t:&ti-stically, then "it·. ;is· ·an exc·e:L1e_nt 
. 
smoother for time series to: be analyzed with Box and Jenkins :pr:o:-
cedures. The median is an ideal can .. didate for thi_s desired smoother:: 
because ·it te:µ4s to be ·more discriminate in completely elimi-
.. 
nati~g outliers and contaminates as opposed to partially incorporating 
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. 5.1 The Median 91'!:;rator and Nonl~near.ity 
The median of a set of m values is the middle most value when 
-
th·e m values are rank ordered. The Run.n.ipg ·Me.dian will be seen to be -
nothing more than the repeated use of t·he ~edian operator on moving 
subsets of time series data. It i.s e::,ca_ct:lY ·1·ike · a moving. aver.age of 
fixed range excel?t th.e median 1ta.l1J.e.· i.n -the r~ge is measured inst~.a.cl 
of the aver_a~e value ·1n: t:he r~ge.... We: b~gin analysis of the R1m·n~n.g 
Median by investigati~g the median operator. 
Property 5 .1.1: Thet median operator which transfor'IllS Ifl~ I(" behav¢fl 
linearly under the operation O:f multiplica.t:io:n by a scalar but ·i.~ 
-generally nonline.ar under the, operation cif addition. 
Proof': Let A and. B be .a.;r.bitr.ary !_-dimensional sets in r~·aJ.. sp.ace 
where an m-dime:r1sional .re.al s:pace is defined as the collect:.i6n qf. ...,_ ., 
. 
A rule of corres-=· ;. . . •.. 
. ... 
·• 
ponden_c~ tba.t :.as:-s_ign.s ·t:o ·e·a.ch element: :of· A e·~a_ctiy one ·e1e:ment: ·Pf.: B 
of the mapping .. .If. A consists of ·m real valued elements, then A 
-
. 
defines an ·lll dimer1sional real space (Ifl). Th_e median operator ma.ps:: -
"If1- into R1 since the median is a single value :f'unction • 
• 
.-. 
. ·A mapping T is said to be a .linear transf~rmation_, linear mapping-,·, 
or a linear operator if it has the following properties: 




T(cA) = cTA; 
:·.: ' ,•.:· 
. . 
.. I .. ,..... . ! .'. 
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2. For every pair of elements x, a.p.,d,, -y· of A, 
T(x+y) = Tx + Ty. 
Now consider the median Opera.tor under these two operations to deter-
mine if it is linear. f:i..rst the multiplication 'by a scalar .. 
We can ass'iIID.e 1vJthout 1,0$$ of generality that we have a vector A •· 
defined on rf1. If lli. is ()dd (i .. e. , m = 3 , .. 4, 7, ... ) , we determine the 
median of the set as the (~1 )th largest . ( a.lso Smallest) element in the 
set A. If mis even (i.e., lll = 2, 4, 6, .... ), we determine the 
.median of A as the simple average of the f~}t)l and Cf +l)th largest · 
(or smallest') elements. 
The qrd,ering of the Jil .ele~n;bs .of A is in.dependent or the median 
Ylllne Of the set, th'US We. can assume again witl10ut loss of generality 
that the elementa of A = (:a1 , a2., .•.•• ,. am) are such 'that a.1 5 a2 5 ... ~. am' 
Thus· 






















. tor ·m. =· :3 , . 5. .,. 7 ;· ..... , ... 
tor m, = 2, 4, 6, 
• • • 
for m - 3: .. , 5, 7, - • • • 
•. 
l 4, 6, tor m- - 2, 








Now if we multiply the vector A by t.he scalar c, we. get c • A = 
... ' ca ) such that ca.. ~· ca2 S . . . S ·ca • m i m Therefore 
Med ( cA) = 
m 
c am+l ' 
2 
ca + a 
!!!. !!!. + 1 
2 2 
··2 
for m = 3 , 5 , 7 , , ••• 
, ..'..,. :~~tt :_m ·=· 2··; '4 ,:: :6 .,. · .•..• :·· 
. "), 
, I 
We have shown then that: ·th'e. ,meal.an ·qperator :preserves: :mµlt::i::pli.c,at:i:on 
by a scalar. 
,. 
for example , tl:)e !{3 set of vS.lu~~ C = (J;Oi5 ;2) apcf. the R3 set o:f 
values D.·= (.3 ,·13~6,) ~4.- C:OmJ?\ltJ;,: t:A~- :~:m.e.<i:t@ of tlle.i.r sum we. get 
·' · tA':.:.../a; . :c· >,c·. 4:D··· .· ··)· =. ~I;.; ·d·:,( .. ·1··. :·3:, ,-a: :. · .a··.··,): . .--. :·1··.·. 3· •. J.Y,C . '. . .. . . J;YJC .. . :.,.L .. ' · .. · .~, . · ... ·, 
-and. the SUii1 of tltei·r .med.i·ans . 
.. ' , ' 
MedC + Med.D =: ·5 +· 6: ·=. l._l .• 
m · m: 
' 
There·;fcirl~ ·we. have a, :cas:e where Med( C_:t-D) ,# }4e.d.c + Med.D. The same 
m m m 
re.su:Lt can be obtained ·for m even. For· ·exm@le, if we have the sets 
C: =:· (10,5,2,1) and D = (3,13,6,8)·, ·th¢ ·median of the sum and sum of 
.medians are respectively 
Med ( c+D) = :Med (13,18,8 ,9.) = 11; 
m m 
·, 
' ' ' 
I<•--.,' I 
• ~ .·: ', C ' ,, : ' ' = ' 
' ! I' ' ' "'. ~. .,- . ' 
.·_. 
,, ., . ',: '·:.·. -














MedC + Med.D = 3.5 + 7 = lQ .• 5 •. 
m m 
Therefore _again we have Med (C+D) :/, MedC + Med.D. Of' course, vectors 
m m m 
can be fo1md in If1 such that Med (A+B) = Med A + Med B, but in general 
m m m · 
the median cannot be said to preserve the operation of addition-. •. 
:Of.' ,addition an.d th11.s ·behaves as a :li.-near- q~erator is when the sets 
A and B in rf1 have a cross· correlation coei'f'icient of 1mity. Under ·' 
• • 
this condition.,: we .are_ guaranteed that .if tl.le ele~nts Of A are 
.. . . 
such that al -~ a.2 ·$: • ·• • ~ am, for example:' then the elements of B 
-~· 
are such 'tha.t b1 ~. b.2 ~ .•. , . $ b:m. Under this special cond:i:tion, 
A.···. + B. ·= a . .-+ b . < .a. +· :b:·2_ ..  , ___ <_. __ .. · . • ~ • & a + b .• ·1 ·.· .l - '• :a Dl · m· 
Therefore :for m odd {:i.e .. ,· .. in:,::: 3>;5 ,7, ... ) , 
Medm(A+B) = am+l + bm+l = Medm A+ Med:r,n B 
·::2··· 2 
and form even (_i~·~·- .•. ·,: :m:: _:: 2,4.,6:,.• •·e:), • 
a +·a +b +b· 











The linea.r:tty of.· the. median is gua.ran~eed for the special case. of 
vectors in Ifl having cross correlations of one. In. general, however, 
the median is a nonlinear operator. 
5 .2 The Running Median Smoother 
; ~ 
Definition 5 .2 .1: The Rmining Median smop~he:r.· ·Of r~ge m for a series 
of real vaJ..ues z1 , z2 , . . . ' Z is the medi_an Operatqr applied to each n 
· el.ement. o;t the set 
(1) 
G = (•~ t ··~·•' • ' '; ~-m+l) 
=whe._re 
'll.. = ·(Z: .• , :z'.·.··+l' 
~- ·.··~·-· .1.· . . . ' z.+ 1>; 1 m- i=l,2, ••.• , n-m+l • 
. 
W)le sinoothecl valµ.e of the Runni~g Median Smoother qf l'8:t).ge m for the 
time series· ·value: Z1 :i·s dE:?.s_igna.te·d: ·as 
A 
Z . = Med ( Z • ) , 1 m 1., ·· ·· 
where Z. ·:·is t·h.e s_eri:es observ.at-io:n whe·re the median is centered. 1 
Definition 5 ... 2 .2.: ·For, :9dd v:a.lue·s o·f m(d: .• e:., m = 3,5, 7, •.. ), the 
smoothed series fro:rn ,~= Running Medi~: smoot'he,r of range m is the: 
series of values 
A. 
z 
. m-1 ' 
1 + 2 
. . . , n-m+l, 
formed by the RunniAg Me.aian smoother of r~ge m operati_ng on -the 
.. 
series z1 , z2 , ••. , Zn. For even values of m(i.e., m = 2,4,6, ... ), 
the smoothed series fro~ a Runni~g Median :smoother of r*ge 'm is the. · 











,- ...... ,.,,~,·-· ........ -,.,~.. ·-· -""."'-... ,~ ....... ,~ ~- ,· ' .. 
series of values 
A 
z 
m ' i+--2 
.. l 2 1 = .· ,. · ... ,. 
. .. . 
. .. .... 
. .... ' n-m+l. 
formed by the Running Median operia.ting on the series Zi,, Z~i,"· ~I,. , ;~~. 
The term "Runni~g-" ·qomes ·rrom the ·r~ct that- t};i.e_ median operator 
.runs (move-s) ;th·ro:ugh the time ·series, ope.rati~:g. :on successive, 
moving groups of m observati,ons each,. The inde,c (i + m;l> for m 
G· 
odd and {i + J> for m even ide:ntif'ies whi.eh db.servation in the original 
:s.er.ies·. that a value in the smoothed iS-~ries ;reprea·ents.. The smoothed 
• 
-series values are perfectly ·ce-nter~d: ·on t·he 01··\igint:i:4 series .values 
when m is odd. For· m .e.ven-._,.= the :smoothed values are actually cente:red 
between the o:ri.ginal series Va.l,'µ:es (i + J> and (i. + J + 1). We<have 
· -:~bit:rariJ.y ::assi··gned_ the :sni6<:rthe:d values as ·_:repre.se-nti~g the 1~,.rt-
, most index ( i + l> . 
Defini!,lg the sm9othe·d values in tb.i:s manner means that the. first 
(. m-l) b :t · · ·d ·1·· ··t (m-l) b · · t ·· f th · .·. ,..-,· · · 
· 2 o s_erva; ions an ... a.s 2 o serva; ion.s o e or1g1·µ_(:L.L; ser1 e.s , .. 
for m odd,have no a;s:so.qiated smoothe·d· values.. Likewise f'or m .eve_n.·~ 
the first (~ :-- lJ Bn9- la.st {~) ot>se~a:tions ha.ye no associated 
smoothed values.. -:In tot·al, ··t:n.e·re are m-1 observations. without 
smoothed 1ralues. The smoothed se~ies is of le~gth n - m + 1 when 
the · or~ginal series o·f le~gth n is smoothed with .. a RUililing Median of 
r~ge m. The loss of end points is like that found in moving aver_age 
smoothi~g. Also as in movi~g aver.age smoothi~g, the odd r~ge 
_Runni:ng Median smoother is preferred because o:f its It 
.. 
. ~ . 
• 
. ' 
.. ', . :, 
. ... 
, ,,, ., .. , ":··_, . ,...;.,_,,, .......... , ......... ,._,.,.,,,.,,. .. , __ ............. ~ ... ., •,' . .,_,. '.' .. ' ' 
.· 
,,., .... , ..... ' Ii'.," 
: .'; :·~ 
. .... . ··~ 
• 
will be seen later that the:r-e are -other benefits to. using an odd 
range Running Median instead of one with an even range. 
To illustrate the operation of the Rumrlng Median s:m.oather, 
1 
·consider a simple t~·l} point time series 
Ass,:ure we want to smQoth the series with. a Running Median of range 
m ::;: 3. First, we' :form th.e Ii ,.. ,m ,+ 1 = 8 Bunning Median groups from 
t·h.e time serie·s to obtain t.:he: set 
.:! 
( 6 ,o ,8JJ .. 
Taking the median of each e1e;inent Of G, li'e_ get the set 
A A [z . , '£ :, .. , , ~ .z_9. J. = f. Med3 ( 4, 7 ,5), Med3(7 ,.5 .,iJ·, · :2 3 · .• 
... , Med3(6,0,8)] 
.: 
= '[5 ,5 ,2 ,]. ,2 ,6 ,6 ,_6] 
Tlie smootJi,ed .serie$ 'is the time ordered elements of th;is set: 
Note that the fir.st and last end points -o:t' the orfg:i.na11. series have 
-· 
no smooth:e·ci values. 
- . · .. '. 
In order to have a basi-S for describing the effects of the 
Running Median on a time ~eries, we will use the time series termi-
. . " 
riol_ogy normally assoCiated with run theory [ 21.]. Given a set of 
observations defining a time series, we have in the series what are 














value which is greater than -the two ne_ighborip.g values in the series 
.:- ....... -------·-··· H1' • "I,,, 
,,. and a trough is a value which is lower than its two neighbori!}g ; . 
~-1 ~ 
values; Both peaks and tro:ughs define what are known as turning 
points. If there are two or more equal vaiues which· a.re greater 
(lesser) than thei:r. precedi~g and sucoeedi~g- -·value.s, then we will let 
' the last of the equal. poi-nts define the :·peak (trough). This is a rare o 
si-tuation .-generally. '.i11. t-ime se.ries but :i:t}-;.'d~s -\pre·vaJ.ent in se.:ries· 
smoothed with a E'u.nning Median. 
A mipj..mum of thr~e consecut_:L·v::~ .poi:n:t·s: _.are required t:o define a 
turning point:.- The expect·ea number- of turning points 'in a random 
-• 
• 
series_· is {2/3)(n~2"). · The interval between two: -turnin.g points is 
. 
. 
__ called a phase . The len.gth of a phase- i-s t'he ~ri1l;mber ·of intervals 
between two turning pt>ipt,s. To define a .. l>h~e of -le~gth d, we require 
d + 3 terms:.. The number :of· ph_ases is. -apl)rqxim.at.ely ·one less than the 
·-number of turning ·point·s. For, & random seri.es the number of phases 
is actue.J.ly computed as. I .2-1]_ 
N = 2 2n-7 + .1_ 6 n! 
·By cefini_ng the Runni~g; Medi~ as we have, no :restriction i.s 
. 
. placed on the direction in which ·the runni~g median. ·is applied to -_a 
time series. It can be run from the b~ginni!}g of the series to the 
end or vice versa. Therefore, we can state the followi:f1g property of 
. the Runni~g Median. 
·~48-
•. 
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A' Property 5 • 3 .1 : :The smoothed value Z. , i = 
. 1 
I . 
m+l · m+3 
2 ' 2 ' 
m+l 
••• ' n 
- ' 2 
for odd m that is obt~ined :for the time ·series observation Z. by the 
1 
Running Median of range m is inde.pendent of whether the time series is 
smoothed from the b_eginni:r1g of, t'.h.e series ~o the e:p.d or from the end 
of the series to the b~ginni:t1.g. 
.•. . ; ... 
' -Proof: This property follows dire.ctl:Y :.f:ro111 tlie de:Cinit·i.on· of the: 
Running Median. Cons.ider m odd. I-f we take -t.he ·s·et of· time se-rie·s 
· observations ordered by time of occurrence and break- them into· runtiib.~ 
.. 
., '•, . .l·. ·: '' 
· .. , -, . groups of m obseryations each, we_ get n ~· m. + · l ·ordered_ groups. In 
·. 
• 
runni~g. th·e median from the front to ifb.e. ,e:q.d of the series, ·the first ;_-
.. 
group ~Ilcc>untered is_ g1, the second is: ~, • •• , the last :I.s. ~-m+ 1 . 
In runnipg the. median·. from the eiid. bf :the series to t'he :fro11t, the 
' " ' 
. ' 
' . . ' 
:first_ gr.011p· e.:ri-coun·t~.:+~'d is: ~-m+l, t·he se.eon.d i-s_: ~-m' .. ·· . , and the 
. - - A • .. last is, isi···· Now by de·finition, the:: median of_~ ·is _zm+l' the median.· 
of ~ is 'z'm+3 , ••• , and the medi@ of ~-m+ 1 is 'z' · m-l ~ The order in 
which we tafe the median. ot ,,g. is of' no signific~~e2as long El,S. we . 
. 1 . ' .• 
A 
order the Z. m-l in ·the s·:f.3JD~ order as the Z m-l. We will .obvious,iy 
1+ 2 . · i I 2 
reach the sa.me conclusion· for an even r~ge Running Median. 
. . 
.. ____________ _ 
The Runni~g Median 0:f :Odd. rs~1ge ·has the unusual: properly 
when it is applied to a mon-otonica.JJy increasi~g or decreasi~g time. 
series that it leaves the series values unch~ged in time, except 
of course for the loss of the end points. F;igure .-1 illustrates this 
property. 
Definition 5~3.1: A series whose ·values are unchan ed by a Runni~g 
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.An even range Running Median , ot course , would .average and thus 
generaJ.ly change series values when applied to a series; therefore, 
very few time series · can be said to be. stable with respect to an even 
r~ge Runni~g Median. 
Property 5.3.2: Given n ~ m time series values, z
1
, z2 , ..• , Zn' such 
A 
. ,, 
zJ == zj, .,- .. ,· n - {. m-1 __ )--._ .. 
. 2 . . ' 
A 
where zj = Medm(zj}. 
Prooi': The proof of this property follows directly from the defini1,.;i9n 
. . . . ~ 
of the Running Medi an smoother O'f r~ge m. 
operated on by the median is. 
g. = (Zi. ' z.1·.+1' •.• , ·Z_-.-~ .. ·1· .) ' l. J.~.m-
The .it·h· set-- ·o:f ·vaJ..ue.s 
. -- . . . . . . •. ·.-.. . . '. 
. . . , n-m+l. 
r . 
It zi -~• zi+l ~ ••. ~ zifm;..l (monotonicaJ::ty incre·/3.S:lng) or 
zi ~ zi+l ~ •.. -~ z:i.+m,...1 {l!lonotonically decrei:tsing). then the IDi.d4J.e.,.. 
most value o:f the m values in the set gi is zi,
1
m-l and represeri:t;s the 
2 .. A 
smoothed value Z. 1m-l. m-1 letting j = i + 2 , then l. 2 
A m+l m+3 (~~1) .. z. - zJ J - n - -
' ' 
• • • ~ -
. :2' .• J ' 2 2 
• 
The Running Medi an of odd range (m = 3 ,5 , 7, ... ) gives smoothed . 
. values different :from those o:f the series to which it is applied only 
at and around turning points in the series. From Property 5.3.2, it 













. ' ·.·.,·,:··, 
.. _ ....... :.ii'?,•, ••• 
.. ..... .., ... ,.,,.., ......... 
. ·. 
• 
points· in· the. time serie-$ ... :,:: we have effectively bro~en the series into· 
a number of strings. 
Definition 5 ~3.2: A: _Ruhnins;.·Me9ian String for a Ruhrti~g Median smoother 
of odd r~ge (m = 3,5 ,7, ... ) is the subset of dat::~- points in a time 
seri~s preceded and succeede'd by phases of le~gth·m-1. o:r;_ greater. The 





tively of the .fir:st and .. Ia.st Running Median st·ri_pg •. 
Since the l·e-hgtlr .of th¢· Running Median s·t:r:i.ng (:nllll!be-r rJt· .dat& . . . 
generally be· .:f'e:wer· st·:riri:gs: ., e.-a·qp wit-h ~- l:on·ger. length, for ·a long 
. 
. 




r~ge Ruhni~g· Median smoot}.1e:r t'han. for a short range smo:ot.he-r .•. 
Consider, for e,x~ple, th~. s·eries in .F_igure 2. By ·iqenti.,fyit1g;., ·prior 
to smoothi~1g, v.he: data points wh-i·ch. will remain un,~h~ged {stable) when 
s~oot:hed.' by· :an o.dd :ran.ge RunI.1i.:r1g Meqi~ .. ~ we ,can .i~e··diate_ly dete·rmine 
-tJ1e, ·Runn.ing Medilµ.'.1. -stri:ngp :in t·h'.e s:eries'. an:d· thus- the ·,dat::r~..- point:s ' .•. 
. 
.. · 
which a.re· suo·Je:ct to smoothi~g by the ~in·g Medj.:azi:. .Fo~: _m: = 3.~ 
actua.l.-ly· :there are oriiy e~ght $tri;ngs ~o.f interest: for ni: ,::: 3). When. 
·111 == 5:, there are fow striiigs ,atld ·tlle. f:lt:ri~g~l .. -are a1:t longer tl1an those 
···· ·:ror· m ~ 3. 
Another fe .. ature of the $°t-rip_g concept wpich wfll become important 
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Definition 5·~ 3. 3: The order k of a Runn~nB ~1edian string is the total 
.. 
number of turning points in the string less. the number of turning points . . . 
w m+l · 
·r that have 2 or more consecutive data points equal in value at a 
turni~g point • 
As will be sllow later~ a. turning point with m.;1 consecutive equal 
values is stable with. re·Eipect. to the Running Media.t;l. (>.::f odd r~ge m -~ 
<''$id.-· t·hus is excluded "from the st-rin~ ord~r · c.ollllt. In F~gure 2 fo:r 
m = 3, there are, excludi!}g the· series. end points_, ·four first order 
strings, two :sec·ond orde.r str.i:n_gs, one :t.hi:tq: o.rder stri~g, and one 
:fourth order stri~g. For- :m· =- .5, ·t::t1ere: are .. one -third order stri,:p_.g .and 
-~t-hree fourth order strinJ~s:: ,; .i, 
Whenever we smooth a ·time .s~-ri~:~ w.it··h a.ti :o~q. .:rapge Rtmning 
Medi an, we te.nd to flatten ·t.he t:urniii:g po~nts· •. That iis we ·tend to 




point. The apex of the: peak,~- anci: troughs. :er£ t·he serie·s. are eliminated 
with their smoothecl values: bei_ng· n.e_ighbo:r,1.ng values with,i"i'1 the: :r~ge 
of the smoother. Tb·e .h_igher t·he r~r1g~: ,_ generally t-he· mo·r.e flattene·d. 
the turni?g point-s. In Figure 3, we illustrate what :ha.ppens to the 
series shown in F~gure 2 when it i·s smoothed with a Running Median of 
range m = ·3. -In ~igure 4, the same seri·e·s is shown when it is smoothed 
· with ~ Runni~g Median of r~ge · m = .5. The smoothing .and flatteni~g 
effects are readily apparent. .The first order strings of Figure 3 have 
peaks and tro:ughs each equal in value to the time series value im-
:medi ately precedi~g it. If we were to resmooth this series with a 
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Series in Figure 2 Before and· A:rter Smoothi~ig: 
With a Running Median of R~ge m = 3 




















--- Smoothed Series 







Series in Figure 2.Before and Ai'ter Smoothing . . With a Running Median of Range m = 5 
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.. ~.: .. 
would not ch~ge in value. We thus see. evidence that. the first 
smoothing has made parts of the series (specifically the first order 
strings) stable with ·regard to further smoothi.~g with the same range 
Runni:ng Median, disr~gardi~g of course loss of' e1:1d points. We. also 
notice the reduction in order of the h.igher order ·stri~gs indicati~g 
t.h:at they too are conve_rging to- ,stability. Intuitively, if we continue: 
.. 
·to smooth the series w:i.t-h t,he. same odd. range ·smoother, eventually the :., 
.. entire series should ·be dome st-a.ble. ,'.{ltere ·wi:IJ.. be: fewer turni~g poi._nt:s. 
yields no changes :in series y~l.ues ·with ·resp~.ct. t.o -i.ts ·time inde.x. 
The key to ·the eJq>la.n~ti.on of. thi_s: phen.omenon see:nJ.$ to li·e in 
Qf all :c.0I1std,er th·e.: foll·owi.11·~ .~portant propert_y o,f the Running Median 
Property 5 .. 3.3:: ·Give:n: .a- series of :m v.alue··s z1 , z2 .. ,· ., •. ~- ,, ·zir1 suQ:h _tJ1at 
z1 ~ z2 ~ • • • $ ZDI. (or z1. ~ Z·2 ? • . • ?:. Zm) then fOr an oaa: r~&e 
( ) " . I\. . I\ m = 3 ,5 , 7,. . . . Ru:rih·i:n.g: J-1:edian smoot)1~, z1 5:' :z2. ~: •.•• S zm 
' 
( 
A ""' . . I\)· ... h A.. I\ or z1 ~ z2 ~ •:-•. ~: zm: i:,rovidi~:g: ·t.hat z1 ,. z.2_·?, ~ •• , zm exist: -~xid. 
I\ 
where Z. = Med .. (z.). 1 m.. 1 





:·, :., ·'; 
. ··: 
·.~·. ., 
' . .\. 
'i' 
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From Definition 5.3.2 of the Runni~g Median stri~g we know, 
except for series end point stri~gs, that there are at least m-2 data 
points between strings because there are phases of length m-1 or 
greater. The m .data. po.ints, say Ztl, zt2 , ••• , Ztm, are such that 
ztl ~ · zt2 ~ .. .. • ·s: ·ztm or ztl ~ zt2 ~ • • • ~ ztm, depending on whether 
.•. 
the first an<i l.ast turni~g points in the strings are peaks or trougbs:. 
Now suppose we have a first order st·rin:g: such that the value: Ztm :is, -a. 
peak. (A similar argument would :t'OllO'W' for Ztm being a ·tro:Ugh) • From 
the de.fi_n·:it·i-on of a,. stri~g, we now kno\r: ·the· _relation~·hi-p$ of 2m-l 
values.. ·Thi·s relationship can. ·b¢ .. de.s:cri:l:>~.d. :as· 
.. : .. 
. ' - . . 
' : ~. . . _- - . . .: . ._ Z < Z. <Z < :>. > ·>· tl - t2::~ • • • - t(m-1)- ztm-..:. ~t/(m+l) ~ • · • ~.z1:;(2ni~i') 
•· N·ow if. we s!Ilooth this stri!).g with a Rulinipg }1ed}~. of .o.dd ·r;az1ge. m we 
.will_ ,get the result from Property 5 .3.3 that, 
,.. #,, A,, ft. ~ ~ . 
ztl ~ zt2~ • • · ~ zt(m-1) ~ ztm~ zt(m+l) ~ • .. ~zt(2m-1) • 
Onl th m~l 1 t 1 t f t··h· · m+ 1 · · .,.._ · · · · ·t· f "z ( t·h· · · m~-l Y e · .· arge s e emen s- ·o. · " ·e .· ·. memuet· s·e o .·. e. ··.· .... 4· ... ·.- · 2 · ···· · · · · · · ·· 2 - ··· · · ·· tm ·· ·· · 
. · ·m-1 ·. 
consecutive values immediate:ly preceding Ztm and the 4 consecutive 
' 
values immedi.at.e.iy succeedin-g Zt ) will have smoot.hed values diffe.rent 
.. m 
from their o:r·igir1a1 :un-~mqotht:d values. The smoothed values for these 
. •, 
m-1 . •. . m+l · 
2 l~gest · elemerits will be the 2 ~h largest element o:f the elements 
in the r~ge of the smoother when centered at Ztm. Therefore smoothing 
a first order string will result in a turning point· preceded by at 
m-1 . least 2 consecutive points equal to the turni~g point vaJ.ue, which . 
· ·m+l 




















. , . 
condition now prevaili~g at the turni;ng_ point, i .. t ··is $table with 
respect to further smoothi_ng~ with the same: Runni!,lg Median. This fact 
havi~g been demons.trated we now st·_ate '-the ~t-a.bility _property of the 
Running Median • 
~operty 5. 3. 4: A. ·necessary and sufti.cient condi ti-on for a time series 
to be stable with ._respect to a Runni~g :Medi,an smoother of r~ge m is 
. . --m-1 · - · -that the 2 consecutive data points immediat_ely ·prec·e·di~g all turning 
points in the series be equal in value· to. -the tµrn1~1g point. 
We have shown h_ow the :Runni~g Median smoot'he:r :reduces :a first 
9_rder string: in a t:i.me ·s~-ri~s to stability:- after a single smoothi~g;_ 
but wh-at. about h:igh.er :order ·_strin_gs? To iul-~wer this quest:ion we note· . .. 
•. "". 
0 
that ·fr()l'.D. tJ1e de·fi,n_itioo·:_of· .a st-ring· (Definit·ion 5 .:3.2) that the tirs.t.-
turning point in a strin'lh sey point ~\m,t has th~ relationshi;p , 
ztl ~ zt2 ·~ • · · 5 ztm, > :zt(~+1) or ztl :2: zt2 1 · · · ;:: ztm, < zt(:m+l) 
dependip.g: upon' whethe.r ztm is; :a: peak or a t.rou_gh. Also, from: the ·s.ame 
definition; the :ifl:st_ turntµg p,oint in a st:ring, say point zt:r': ·has the 
relatio~ship tha.t: :Zt(~~-l) < zt.r ~ _zt(r+l) 2: ••• ~ zt( 2r-l) or 
Zt(r-1) > Ztr ~. Zt(r+l)S,,~&zt(2r-l)"° again depending upon whether it 
is a peak or a :t.roµ.gh.. As ·a result of these !elationships we can 
state . the fqllo:wing property. 
· -~operty 5~3.5: Given a series of' m+l points z1 ~ z2 , ••• , Zlll+l sue~ 
that z1 $ z2 S ... S zm >.Zm+l or z1 ~ z2 ~ ... ~ zm < zm+l' then, 
I\ f\ I\ I,. ,._ A " /\ 
respectively, z, S z2 ·s ..• S zm ~ zm+l or zl ~ z2 ~ •• -~ zm~zm+l 
I\ 
11n] ess Zm= Zm+l 
2 
•. i } " 
,,. 














''• .. ,. _,, •'' .,. '. " - ..... "~·""• ' . " 
·"' ~ •• ,• •''"· ,,, .•.•• '• '·1 • 
·'· 
,. ,... ~ ~ This all providing that z1 , z2, ••• ' zm+l exist and wh~re zi' 
~ i = 1, 2, ••• , m+l, is defined as Zi = Medm(Zi) form= 3, 5, 7, •.. 






. ;·: ,:.:..·., .. 
.P.u~, to t:hi_s> p.r.pperty the Runni!J.g Median wit.-h QO:_d· range .-in :~limin.ates . 
':i.·f a: :st.r'ing i-s of .o:rder k prior· ·t:o -smoot~htngj the- ·ord¢.-r: will be k-2 or 
l.e.-ss after a sl;tigothi~g. 'i'he order could be·: less· ·pe:.e?a.u-se of internal 
stri~g turnip..g _point eliminations 01:9· stabiliz:at:i...on-s-. .Due to the fact 
that the phases within the striI1g coul.:d be ·an.yWhere fro:111. one to m-2 ino .. . . ~ 
le:ngth .and due to the· fact: that these- P:P&s·es COfil:.4- b'¢·. tied. t_ogether 
.... 
in many possil:1-le: combin·a~i.ons., the:re -~o:es not appear ·any ·way ·to: generalize 
on what the act.ua1 $trip.g · or.de·r :r.eduction will be ·wit.h. :(t :smooth_ip.g. 
However, we can. say: that t·he· 9.rder :w·ill be reduced ·and be req.~oe.d ·by 
at least ·an ctrde;r: o-f 'two • 
in such a manner as to .reduce ·the· orde:r pf ·the stri-:n:gs. ·me·arts that a 
Running Median is applied t·o the_ time series· a. sufficient· number of 
· times •. Al.so since we can identify the minimum order reduction which 
each · smoothi~g accomplishes, we are able to predict the maximum number . 
. 
of' successive smoothi_ngs necessary to reduce ~ given time series to 
stability. . By identifyi~g the Runni~g Median stri~g with the_ greatest 
orde·r and by di vidi:l}g this order by two, we arrive at· an upper bound 
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thus the series, to st~bility.· The limit on. the. number of smoothi~gs 
required to make ·a: se:r.ies stable does not seem to be too. important. in 
itsel:r, but it .does; .guarantee the st~ab:ilit.Y .:P.roperty of the Runni!,lg 
Median with .dad. range :in:· • 
Property 5. 3.6: The Runnipg ·:Meliian :smoother with odd r~ge (~.3,5 ,7, ... ) 
will reduce a t·ime series to f3t~bility· i.f appl.ied to the se.ri.e·s a . 
-.. 
. ·.:· \; .. ::: 
. 
sufficient number. of ·~inie_;,.,_ ·The maxi~1.1111 n,;unbe.r of t·imes necessary to 
:apply the smootne.:r be·fo:re: :stab·1.·1it.y :{.:s ·1e:ss than or equal to 




le~gths are .e·qual ·to UJ:11.ty i.11 the h.ighest order stripg~ i, .. e .• , .. ,. ea~~ 
' 
• 
·. :.poj_nt ,in· the :string def:Ln;es a turni!-lg point, and m ::: 3:. It· ::is in ... 
tertist·i'n.:g :tq n.ote that if t·n~ first and last turning pointf) in a stri~g 
·(k ·=· 1~ 3, .. 5., ~·,:.,.). I:f' t.h~· fi.rs.t and l·ast t--urni:r1g points. are not the. 
same: tYJ>e, then ·t:he :br::de.r of the· string is even. (k = 2., ·4::,. 6, · •.. ) . i 
. . 
Studies to ·.pr~:dict exactly how many Runni.n·:g ~dian •smoothings are 
required to b:r:i~J; a gi·ven ·t.ime serie.s. to stability have .not been 
undertaken i.n this ·theJ,.i s .~ However, the stability· o:f. a time series 
under a Running Me'ditm ·SmOothe~ means that there is a limit to the 
amount of ch~ge which. the $ID.oot:her· can produce. The first smoothi!,lg 















create decreasi~gly fewer ch~ges. This author has observed that the 
ch~ges created per smoothi~g appear to follow a sort of decreasi_ng 
exponential curve. ~igure 5 illustrates smoothing ch~ge curves· for a 
series of 300 N(O ,1) observations smooth·ed to stability by Running 
Medians with ranges m = 3,5, and 7, A random se.·ries ten.ds to have 
more turni!}g points than most, stat:istically struct·ured series because 
of ··the · a:utocorrelat ion structure invo.l ved ·ir1 tne l_a.tter. Therefore, 
as ~igure 5 illustra.te:s. ,: . :we can infe-r tha.t. _ge.nt=ra.lly a small number of 
:$·moothings, say fewer t)1a.n. .fi.ve or six, would :be required· to stabilize 
~ given time se.rieJr. Also the more turn-i~·g -~po:i .. n:t::s in: ·th,~ series, 
• 
. 
. generally the ·mor~ .. ·smoothi~g·s required ·to 1?t.fib.i.li.z .. e. <it •. 
:si:ngle- :;B1,ll.Uling Median srno.othin:g_ •. M a result , if a: time .s~rie.s is: not· 
' n1.UD,be.r of th·e.se ·con.t:8l'.Dln.-at·e·$:, if not all of. ·the~. -~ore ev.iden·ce of 
5.:4 Effe:c~s· o.r·.Runnin:g_Medi-an on Random Seri~$ 
We :"s:~w in :Se.·ct:·f.on 3 •. 1 that a moving average o:pe.rati_ng on a 
ran:dom :se.rtes wit'-h ·w~;~gp..t·s. ~1_:, w-2 , •• ~-, wm induce autocorrelations. 
:at: ·iag Jr: -accord:l_ng to 
m-k 
E WJ. WJ.+k ' j=l 
0 , 
·1 
, (k.l < m 
=· 
-l~i.,. ~· 
u• • .._, 
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The induction of autocorrelation.s into a random series accounts for the 
Slutzky-Yule effect of movi~g aver_age smoothi!,lg. · 
m 
By definition ot a moving aver_age, L 
i=l Median of r~ge m c~ ·b~ t:ho~rgnt o_f· a.s a set 
w. = l. Now the Runn~ng 1 
of m wei.ghts where m-1 are 
zeroes and one is unity. ·For-~ :odd, this unit we_ight assumes the 
.. 
· ·t· f th· ·(m+l)th k d l · ·t·· • th ·· . pos·1 10n o e 2 ran~. e . ·.e.· emen. in e .range. m. The unit :we-i:{Wt· :• 
may assume any of' the ·m time: ordere~ positions and in an infintely· 
long random se·ries it will occupy eacl1.· __ p_osit:i·on wi, i = 1,2, ••. ,m, an 
equal amount o.f' the ·t:ime. Thus we cart post:ulate that ·.for a random 
---:. .. 
series the: .ave.-r_age 1I1e·d4.an weight w.i ,: $ = 1,2, .•. ,m, app~oaches· 1/m 
•• 
as the le~gth of··tne ·$.erie:s .. appro_ach~s infinity. From this res,:_1:J_t::, ·we 
. ., 
deduce t·hat .. ,. ·1f.ke. simpl·e .moving ave.rage s:inaqth-_ing, the aut·oc·orre:la.t.ion.-s: . 
~. -
. 
.. induced by tbe Running M.:edi.:an .smoother of o:dd. ·range· {m = .3,.5,1,:• .,.,): 
applied to w1 ,:trifinitely long randqm. _:s·eri:es: is. defined as· 
1-fil, 
m 
0 ' lk J 2: m •. 
We can also de.·duce that the<· y~riance o.f the random serie:s :·:is. .. reduced 
from v2 to app:rox;i.mately ./ /m. We see. the Slutzky,-Yuie effect occ'I.U'rin& 
with the .J:nmni-~g :Median as well as with the moving a,yerage. Induced 
autocorrelations of .one are readily apparent at stabilized turni!}g 
m+l p9ints in time series where 2 smoothed po~nts are exactly equal • 
. In random series where the le:ngth of t.he series is not l~ge, the :· 
-ave~age median we~ghts wi f 1/m exactly altho:ugh they do approach 1/m. 















w. # 1/m. h, .a· ,resµLt_., ·the aut·ocor:r.elat,ions at l_ag k = 1,2, .•• ,m-1 can 1 
be much different with the Runni~g Median than thos~. found with the 
simple moving aver_age. It is here where the beauty of the Running Median ,. 
appears. Unlike most smoothers, the Rn,,~i~g Median discriminates between 
outlyi!).g ops_e_:rvat·_ions and inter.t1aJ. observations i.n: .a tj.me series. This 
makes the Running· Me:dia.n vefy desirabl.e· for :removi_ng outliers. The G 
'nature ·o·f the ·unJ.t .me·dian w~ight to take the posi·tion ·amo~g the w. which 
1 
currently provides the best meas·ur:e ·o.f· central tendency means that the 
.Runni~g Median is dynamically· ~<i~pt·.i-ve in ass._igni·ng its weights. This 
dynamic adaptivity accounts for the fa.ct, t·:b.at the: w~~ghts wi #- 1/m., 
.~ 
. ,· 
In :Table. 4_,· .aut·ocorrelation·s·. are· sh:own.: for ·30:·o ,N(0:,1) observations 
.... 
generated: wit·h::a no.ri;n~ ·dev:iate :ge-n~-r&t.or. .Also s:hown in Table 4 are t:h~ 
autocorrel-ations .. fr·Olll a simple moving .a:ve.r:·age. of th.e. eeries with a raµ_ge 
of 1;,hr.ee 8.Ild five mrd the autocorre-lati·ons from a. Run.n·ing Median of th~-
are not ·exac.t·ly· z·e:ro.,. For· a ran.-doni s·e,rte-:~. ,ri;t·:h. ,zero: aut.o:correlat:.ions .. , 
tJi:e, '_induced a.u.t-ocorrelatiqns _preq.icte:d fo:r ·the ,smoothed series f:roni a-
, . 
. 
s.imple ·movin·g ay.-erage, of ran;-ge: thre·e ·~to1lld be 
r 1 = 1 - ·1/3 = .667 
r 2 = 1 - 2/3 ~ .333 
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Autocorrelati:or}$ of 300 N(O ,1) Deviates 
Before and After Smoothing with Moving 
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\ ' . For a simple movi!lg .aver.age of r~ge five we would exp~ct the induced 
autocorrelation. to be 
rl - 1 1/5 - ·.aoo - -
r2 - 1 2/5 - .600 - -
r3 - 1 3/5 - .400 - -
4.·/5 . , 
~4 - 1 -· •:200 .~ - - - . 
r5 - r6 -- -- ct - • . ·-· · 
;:, 
From Table· 4, we see that the auto·corre•lations --·-~e closely approrlmat:·ed. 
even for .a short ( 390: observations) random ser~~s. We a.1-..so rec_ogn._·_  ize 
:o 
-the close·nes~ of the ,Runni!,Lg Median induce_d .a.ut:ocorre-lati"c>Iis. tq. thqtre: o:£· 
low· :order Runni!lg Median. w~ _a.I.so saw earlier t:,~at .m--1. _e·nd points are 
lost from each smq9tll-in:g .o:f a t:ime series· with. a. -Runnt~g Median of range 
m, again encour_agi!lg a 1·ow r~ge smoother. :R~ga.r.di~g: ev~n· and odd 
r8:Ilge Runni~g Medians, the :odd r~ge spioothe:r n.i~e,s more sense. because 
there is no averaging involved; the smoothed. ·va.lues are symmetrically . . 
. 
cente.red; and because a ·series can become st-able with respect to an 
-odd range Runni~g ?tiedian where it cannot with respect to an even range . . 
. . 
' 
. Runni:11-g Median These ~guments have lead to the almost exclusive 
study in tt,lis thesis of Runni~g Median smoot~ers with r~ges. m = 3,5, 














can be extended to .Rmmi:ng Medians of other r~ges. Guides as to which 
range of Running Median to choose for ~ given series hopefully will· 
become apparent as part;cuiar types of time series are studied in the 

























5 .5 Effects· on Box and. Jenkins Modelled ·se·ri.es 
Due to the nonlin·earity of the Runni_ng Median _smoother, the 
transfer f'unct·ion.. ·defining the transformation of a s~_.ries Zt to a 
series Medm(Zt). is. ~ot describable in general te.~ -~· ., The reason for 
this laclr of. _ger1e·ra1i ty is due to the depen:den¢e or· the function on 
the form- of t·he @smoothed inpu~- se.rie-s.. For- -~ purely random: -series 0 
:.~t .·o:f inf'in·it-.e extent, we :_have: ::~:'gu.Etd th.at ,;t·he odd, ·.range -Bunniµg 
·Medi:an ·apprcraches the li~e~r :form of' ·a.· :~in;pl_e- odd: r~ge ·_movi~g 
aver_age. Therefore·, -for. this: ·typ~- o~- -series, we. :can define the I ,if .• . . • .. • • 
•.' 
transfer function o:f· the· Ruri~:ip.g Med-ia.n as appr.pachi~g 
YI(--)- __ :l .·1 .. __ . l m-1 - --B ;:: -- +· - B- -+ - · -- +· - B ·. . m m . ·- '~ •• ' m -.. 
.. 
.. · _ ·1 ·l · J~ed _·_(at·_ } -~- (~_)_ at +· (_· ~lat-·· 1_ __ -+ m . -. -- m - m -· : ·-- . 
·--1' ( .. ) : ·--- ·a 
. m" :·:t~m+l 
('We: --~~ :n~gle:cting the lag required_ to center Med ( a+ ):). -- . ' . m v· 
On the other e-xtreme, consider a :purely monotonic seri-es bt ,: 
either increasing or decreasing wit--h ·ttm'.e. The transfer function of' 
. the odd r0.!J.ge Runni:n::g Median of such a ~er:te·s .a.gain -is linear-. Thi·$ 
time it· takes the forin of 
because 
m-1 
1/, (B) ;:: (0) + (O) -B ·+. 
m-1 
• •• + (1) B 2 + -•·:•:. 
~ B 2 
Med (bt) = b 
m . t - 1 
, for m odd. cm~ ) . . 
. ' 
·.• 
+ (ol Bm-l 
. 
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Most time series cannot be described as either purely random or 
purely monotonic. Instead they fall somewhere in between these two · 
extremes as combinations. in varyi:ng degrees of them. As earlier 
stated, time series can be described as eit.he·r stationary or non-
stationary. Box and Jenkins define a stationary seri:E:s as auto-
: 
I 
regressive (AR), moving aver_age (MA) , or autor~gressive-movi~g 
aver.age (ARMA)." The i.nt_e~ated forms. of these st~tionary forms ~d· 
... . - : ·r'; ' 
.... . ,, ; ~-- ·:•:i.: 
the Seasonal moae·1P:: d~::f'ine· -.nonstE.tt:i.on.a:cy p:rtooesses .. 
. . 
:5 .51 AR Processes 
·Box and Jenkins .de:fine. an· .AR('p) pr(1ce.;ss .. a~ 
. where _/ 
equation. 
. {·_:1 =- _n.._ B- -~ •.. ~1 .. 
. . 





· mnst lie outside the unit circle. If G1 , G2 , .••• , Gp are the roots 
of the characteristic equation, then for stationarity, jGil>l. 
Two situations can arise • 
(1) A root G. is real, in which case. a component of the .auto-1 
. ' 
• 
correlation ~ction pk of the process decays to zero. as· ·k increases, 
referred to as a dampened exponential 
470 ·, 
. . 
























( 2) A pair of' roots Gi and Gj ( conjugate pairs } is complex, in 
which case they contribute a dampened sine wave to the 
autocorrelation Pk. 
Therefore the autocorrelation function for .a stationary AR process 
consists of a mixture of dampened exponential.~ -and sine waves. 
the autocorrelation function is a repres.entatioii of the process 
Since 
-,st·ructure ·1mderlyi.r1g. ·t:he· ti-me series, ·'We Jdiow -s.omethi~-g too about 
the appearance o.f the. ·Seri·es. Positi.ye: :r~~-- ·roots account- for 
marked trends :i._n ·tJ;ie- series; negative real. '"·ro.ot:s account ro·r oscil-
lations in. t.b:e ·series.; and complex _ro9t:s account, fo:r· _pseudo-periodic 
be·h.avior in the, ·series •. 
An AR pr·o¢eSit ¢@: 'be th.p~gh.i; of as a mixture: ·o·f' ·exponentiaJ.s ·and 
sine and .co.s-in.e wave :forms, surrounded b.Y an·q., a.cbied ·to a moving 
aver_age of os:cilla.t:ory· ran.dam ·shocks.: %.e, ·9$_ci,llatory random sho,ck. 
• 
component added to th·e :regre;f?s_ion ,p:roc~ss i-s a.a.s·umed to be: :indepe~dent 
I: 
9.f ··tne :·:rnove~er,i.t:s o.f · the r_egre.ssion process it· -surrounds. 
;Cons:i.der a. first order .AR ·prc:>ce·s:s' . 
where, for: st:-at.ion~it.y., ·-1 < c/> 1 < 1 .•. 
equation 
~(B) = 1 ~ ¢1 B = O· 
~i 
f'or this process is real (G = (ll ~1) and lies outside the unit 
circle. Therefore, this process is characterized by a series of 
dampened exponentials imbedded in noise. To illustrate the oscil-
latory noise surroundi~g the dampened exponentials, consider the 


















. ~ AR(l) process for Zt+l in term$: :ot··.z,t :f'o·t·l. = -1., 2, •••. Specif'icaJJy, 
,.., -








• • • 
+ ~ a · + a .· y;l t+l-1 t+.£.. 
_Qr 
Th·e coefficients. o:r· _Zt for l = 1, 2.:, ••• :to:rm a-. dec-r·e.-.asi.µg: geom.et.rig 
(exponenti:al) Pr:og-:r~ssi.on; tl1e:. :ad·ae-_d: hoi·f3~ i-s a. mo~!lg aver:age·. ot·· 
... 
-vations Zt+.e: The variance d:f the random sh·o:ck:s :is as.sum.ed to be, • . ' • -- • • ,·, ' • _.. • • • • . ••• •• . 1 •• -••• -
- • • 
!:e: the. sum of : .• 
the moving average , 
.~-
end ¢1! Zt follow the regression, as it can be asS':Unied to do, 
then locally within a time series·there exist trends more or less 
. 













direction must occur to keep: t.he series stationary, but the series 
oscillates slowly from ~ global viewpoint arid ch~ges direction in-
frequently. As we have seen, an odd range Running Median applied to 
a monotonic series does not ch~ge the series ~t all. We can readily 
process charact~ri·zed wat·h ·relatively- ::f'e:w~· global ·ch~ges in direction 
(as opposed tQ ·t-he, .'fr.eque11t. lo:c_a.l :Chan~$ of direction alon_g the 
trend line) ·c·a.nnot s::i.gnifi.:c,ant.ly :af'f~:ct t.he· µnder·lyi:ng process. 
Global chap:ges i:n :d:J..rection are __ gradual _for 0·1_ >. :_() art-~ a. low raµge 
Runni~g Media.n ,II1a..intain·s tJre, gra·dualit:y· a.n.d induce~. vetr:y :1i ttle 
autocorrelation~ 
··,: When ¢1 < O, th_e· proties.s :s.t'tll consists of a seri.es of dampened 
:exponentials. Howe_ver, tne :cfampening :.i.$ oscillatory as opp.o.sed ·tq·-
the monotonic .c:fecr\ease ·whe_n ¢>~1 > 0. ~ar:ked trending -is .re)?+'11·cec;l._ 
··• 
with a :se-rie:s alterna.t1J1,g su·cces$i:ye,ly -ab.eve and below· the .. st:·.ationary 
mean l.ev~-1 .of the ·p~ot~es:s. How.ever, agE¢.n the .odd :r;~ge lrun.ning Median 
·ha$ litt.le. e_ffe .. ct. ·.on. su;ch; a,. $.e.-:ri.e.s. ·sinc·e the series is alternating·, 
... ' 
out of Jli suc::cessi'Ve va.l:u.es when m ts Odd, m;l will normally be on 
one side of the si;ationaty ll!ea.n l,evel ~d m;l will be on the other. 
The median VaJ;µe will then be on that side of the mean with the m.;1 
• 
. values. If this· is t:he. positi"1e sit?-e. of the mean .. level, for example, 
the next moving set of m values will find m;l vaiues on the n_egative 
side -of the mean and t'he ::median value will then be on the n_egati·ve 
side. Continui~g in tbi-s manner we see that an odd r~ge Runni~g 
Median will maintain the oscillation pattern around ·the stationary 
mean. 
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The second order .AR(2) process . 
•. 
has the characteristic equation 
¢ ¢ 2 . 1- B---B =O 1 ·2 .. 
,. •. 
whose roots: ·must ··1·i.e o,lt:·s:ide the ·unit ·circle· :for stationarity. Since 
--
this is a :quad:r:a1t!.G., w~ can have either two :real roots or two complex 
roots. The com:ple.x roots come in conjugat·e pair·s for real value 
coefficients ¢1_ and. ¢ 2• Th.eref:ore, ·for stationarity, . 01 and. rfj2 
· must be such ;t·hat: 
·and 
~2 4r -01. -< ·1 
-0~-~l<]:. 
... 
·--1 ·<: ¢2 < l: 
Now if: the cliara.cteristic rbots are real (i.e., ¢12 + 4 02 ~ o), we 
have a tline- series characterized with marked. trends , as was the case 
with the AR(l) proces·~·-. 'rhe R.wmirg -Mediall smoother, as: shown :for 
the AR(l) process, ca.n. :ha.ve :li.ttle e·f.'.r~c~: .on such a. series :an;d. tbu~ 
.Pr6ce·ss. 
If the characteristic root·s are. complex (i.e. , 
we have a series which displays pseudo-periodic behavior because of 
the sine and cosine wave forms present in the series. If we -~gain 
think of the process with compl·ex roots as dampened sine and cosine 
waves with an added noi·se cpmponent os~illati~g around the wave forms,,-
"•· 74 
I , • 















. , .. 
we are able to .res.trict our attention to the ·underlyi~g wave form 
alone to determ.i:ne what significant process ch~ges a Runni~g Median 
~mqother may creat:e in such. a series. 
The two compl~~ conj.ugate· roots. pos·s.i'ble: .fr:o:m an AR(2) proces:$: 
are of the form a. f bi .and :a .~ ·Q.t .• _ Wr-:it.$pg ·these .~oluti.ons i:n th·e 
:a+:ibt . . :a--ibt complex. exponent,:ial ·.forjn,. we~ ·g~t. the s:olutiqp.s e. at.id :e ·· · · 
· defined as 
:and 
, .. 
a-ibt .a. . :-a ·.. -.. e = e · .. co~ bt ...... ie .sin· '·bt ..• 
. ·~-· 
·-·· When b = o., we have only ·t:he real. :sol:ution ·e·~ .. ·trow. ·tp.e tepden:cy :of 




proces.s movem...ent.s, the· .. globa.1 t.urni~g points occ.ur at tbe. pea.ks .:a11d. . ..
·' 
.fl·attened at it:~t pe .. akJ3 ~.-d trougrts ·by a Running Me>dian spio·qt:her, the . ~-
effect can o~ly b·e a :S·l_ight r.edu.o.t,:i.on in the ampli~uJ:1.~. ea o·t the wave 
form. The .period o·f the way~ is. not ai'fecte·d ·b.ec.ause the RunDi~ig . 
. . Median does, not displace t·he, turning· point$. i·n ·time. ':r.tl.e e .. f'tect ot 
this flatteni~g is minimal on the autocor:relat.ion st~ct·ure:: si·nce 
it is of the same .dampened wave form as the ·process. There may be 
sl_igbt induced a,utocorrelation at the- first few lags of the auto-., 
. 
correlation function due to the smoothi~g but the dampened. wave form · 











.... ,·,:Jr,·.. • . 
To illustrate the ·op~rat±on: of· the Runni~g Median smoother on an 
AR(2) process, conside.r the: time, set,i,es in F_igure 6 generated from 
. the model : .. 1-t .. 
'· 
are complex, thus ~.:ccounti,ng ·_:for th~ J)S.eudo-pe-rioa.ic behayior observed 
in the series. F.igure 6: also ·shows. the: time ·se·rf,es: af:t~.r smoothi~g with. 
a Runni!}g Median of :r~ge ,lJi == ·_:,-. Not.e: tb·e :smoother peripdi,c behavior._o· 
T:he autocorrelations for- 3lJO :ob·servat·.ions. fr·om this process before and 
after smoot'hi!lg a.re, sh¢wn. -i-n :F,igure.s· :1 and 8 respectively. Altho_ugh 
there :is: a sl.ight. ·increas:e i·n t-he· a:11tocorre:latiori.. a.t lag k ·= i;, th.~ 
f'orm of t-he ELutoc_orrel.ati.ons h~ve: not: cha.n_ged, i:ndi:cati:p..~ tb.at the. 
Running .ME:tii.an 'ha.s·: pre>se:rved tbe· AR{2) p~ocess_:• . : .··. ·•· 
:functions and thus. ha~ a tim.e .. ser~es with ·a· we:11 ·de·:fine.d urrderl.y_ing 
. . . 
movement. We- h_~ve. se.en· how t~e ocld ra_n:ge :Bunni:n·g Median w~:11 preserve 
each of th'ese. .forms: a.rid :it :t·a e:asi.ly seen now .it J~an preserve·. a 
combination of ·them. F!:rs·t -o·t .. ag. :we recognize that .. to have .a mt~ure--:· . 
. 
third order .AA· p:roce_:ss since the: com1>..ie~ roots giving rise .. ·to sines 
and cosines come in conj:iig·ate pairs·. In a mixed series., the pseudo-
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•. 
the exponentials. Again a low order Runni~g Median smoother will 
follow the pseudo-periodic form and thus not s_ignificantly interfere 
with the_ global trend. We can conclude then that a Runni~g Median 
with o,dd low, order range will not. e.i.-gnif'ic.ant·11 -affe.ct· ·the statistical 
properties (>"f a time series for an .ARf~:,) p:roc;:es~; ,: i.f. the random 
component of ·the. pro.cess has a small ·yEi;r.~·ar;r:ce, :in ·:relatio-n to the 
underlying :t~:gr_es:sion.. 
:.,. 5~·52. MA Process-es 
... 
The MA (.q") ·pr:oc.ess ±:s. -'cle:f'ine:cl :as 
:,.,,_. 
Zt:· .. ·.·. :::- . a ~-·. Q,,: a.+·.~1 
. t. ..L I., - ... -
:ot 
Q a q ·t·9'"q_ 
•. 
The MA (q) process is inverj,.ible if Q-1(B) converges on or within the 
unit circle, which is .. t·o· .. say t.he q roots cif the characteristic 
Q(B) = l - Q B ~ 
1 
\. 
:• .. - Q Bq = 0: q 
lli.USt lie outside the unit circle. If ll1 , E:2 , ••• , 1\ are the roots 
of the characteristic equ.ation, then for invertibility, I H. I > 1. The 
. . . J 
autocorrelation f'unct:it>n f'or a MA{q) process is 










.~. ,, I ,,, f• ' • ' " 
p ;: k . 
.. 
; 
- 9ir_ + 81 9k+l + ••• + 9q-k (:\ , k = 1, 2, 
I I I 
1 2 2 1 + Ql + ... + Q 
. q 
0, .k > .q 
... ' q 
l.l 
The: aut:o.c6rre·1ation· f\urotion ·o:f.· a MA ( q) J>roc·.ess .. i.s ·z.ero beyond orqer 
autocorrelation .fun.ction. in:fin-it:e· in extent. . . . . ·. ,· •' .. -- . .• ... ,••··· .. . -... .. . ' . . . ...... 
·The .Runni.ng:· .MediJu1: qper.at-ing ot.t' :a MA. se.r·ies .. dq.es.· :n¢t _gene:r.2:llly-
/ 
. 
J;>roduce the ·re-sults dis:cus~:e·d for AR processes.: :· Th.e . diffe.:ren.ce is 
:,due to the impac ..t o·f t·he rand·om ·shocks .. o_n tl:le- ·tin·ite· Jnqvin-g avera.g_e.~ 
In an AR ·proces:s the shoc·ks· do· :not: ,_$:i.·gµi:fi.c·:~'t,:Iy a.ff'ect the underlying: 
. . . ' 
greater impact because th·e :e~·ent at· t~e Jn.ovi.n_g avera_ge i-s fi.n.i.te. and. 
usually small (i.e. q = l,. :2., or 3). 
Consider , for example , a ·MA ( 1) prooe~e·ss 
When Ql < o, p 1 is positive. The process itsEil.f displays a slight 
tendency to trend as an AR ( 1) process might for 9)1 > O. However due 
to the finite extent of the moving average, the random shocks inhibit 











this case. a.t'teID.p"t;$ t:o· o.a.cillate, but .again· due t:,.o,: t{ng· limited extent 
of the moving average, it lacks the necessary· lllome..nt.um. to: overcome the · 
random shocks. The random shocks are a .maj·or for·ce 'in· a series with 
little or no structure. J:n s11ch ·time series, t.he, ll(µip.ing Median cannot 
he_l.p .but induce some pos.itive. autocorrelation. ~~. :h:igher the val'1¢ of 
·s~ri·e·s .·-~.p:d. the fewer induced aut·oc.orrelat·1o·ns ··_from .a. '1~unnfp.g: Median. 
Con:.sider the MA (2) pro·ces.f:r 
• 
·where :Q. ·= ·~.,75 -·and Q,., = ·.:5.0. · . 1 · ., 2 
·:-:-· 
·Fi·ft.y data: point·s: :gen~.r-~te.d· .from t;-l+is fl¢.-:ries .are: plotte:d in· Fi··guxe .9 • 
.. 
'm;i.e series shows :some s'igrrs ·of :pse.udo·-perio&:(c:i.ty o~cause the· r·oots of· 
·t·he characteristic equati-on .·for tne, ·process a.re comp:Le·x. However, the 
·. 
~In-oothirrg ~hhe :1:re.ri.e.·s: ·with; a Runnin.g:: ·Median cit· :rEµ1,g~ :111 = 3:·, ,we. get the 
·300. 'Obse·rvations :f'r_om -th·:Ls :P+oce.:·SS ·before and after smooth:i,n:g: ar.e given 
· in Figures 1.0· azrd 1:l :;respectively·. N·ote- that there is. indee.d ·a f>µb.-
If g1 and :Q2 were sucl} ·t·.h&t. r 1 < :Q ,, t,~e .. i:Xl.duce .. a: ··aut.o·co.r+ele,t·iJons :from th~' 
Running Median could· ca.use r1_ tq·: b.ecome _positive:· and thus mislead us 
in the identification and estimatit>il ·of the moving average par~eters. 
We shouldn't be too concerned ~bout this drawback of the Running 
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MA(2) Process, Time Series Before arid Afte.r · 
S.moothi!lg w.it·.h 'Rµnnf?g Median of -R~1ge: m. ·=·· 3 
.. 
·• 
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MA process -means that a forecast of the series is the stationary mean 
value adjusted very slightly with a finite n11mber of weighted shocks. 
The MA terms provide very little adjustment in ·the mean for~ca.st; 
therefore relatively poor estimatf!s p.f the MA weights cannot 
significa.nt;ty af'fe:ct t'he fore·p·ast of an MA. proces·a .•: Since forecasting·_ 
is the ultimate- use :of ou·r :intended analysis, the i:11-411.ced autocorrela.t·ion 
from a Running Medi~ Oper-at·irig O!l a :'.Mtl (q) process do. not present a I 
major drawback to tb.:e. :Running:! ·Median ·as a smoother. ·We will .~ee .le,ter· 
how the number of indticed ·a.ut:o.¢orr.elat-i.oi1s can· usually be .reduc·ea b,.y 
·5.:53 .ARIMA P_roces_s·e:s 
we have mo¢ieis: fQ.r :;3t,·at:io~~ry processes;- and ··we have seen. how the. 
. 
. Running M~:41.an. ·opera.te.s· .pn ·se·r~e:s· fr:om ·th.e:s.¢. types of pr·oces$eS· ... It 
wh_en there· ·1.s. a.µtore.gress:i:ve.- opera.t.o:rs: pres--ent •. .For: auto:re:.gr¢ss.:ive . 
. 
ct>(B) = O, must lie out-side -the· unlt ci.r:c-1.e. 'i'.:ime ,. series exhibit . -. -.. .-.. . ' ... 
explosive non-stationary behay:i·or i-.f· any :ro9t~ lie .i_n:s.ide the un-it-
circle. When one or more :roots lie oh the Jlr.i·it. cir:cle (i.e. ro.ot~: 
•' 
·equal to unity) , model~. cap·able b-f represent·i·ng· _bqmo·geneous non-
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where .P (Bo) =- · ¢.(B-) (l ,_. ;.B:) d. is .a ·n:ori$tationary autoregressive operator 
with d roots of cp·(B) = 0 Efqual to unity. The terms t,(B) and Q(B) 
are the stationary autoreg·:res~ive and invertible moving average 
operators, resp~.ctively. The backward difference· operator is 
d ( )d. V = 1-B. 
In section 5-~_31 we .s·~w that t:q.e p ch~r~ct·erist:·i.c· root.s· ·of. 
exponentials a.nd./or s:ine-. ·w,aves .• , 'ml:e: associ~t:ed. ti.me series possesse:d. 
characteri:sti.c ¢q;t1~t.ion 
.-:-
theoretic:·al ·autocorre·lati.9rt. f\mction as non-dying. autoc:or;rele:ti:on .. s 
close to unity for la~s k· ·> q - p. In empirical ~utocorrelation 
functions, the. aut'.qc·orxel·at.ions are seen t·o. die out very slowly and 
nearly lin·e~ly.. This i·s· ir{ contrast tq, th·~ quick exponential decay 
.... in autocorrelations fi;>'r :st.ation·ary AR processes . 
Due to the predominance of the nonstationary polynomial trend, . 
. . - . . 
the AR and MA components present in the time series are carried 
a.long the trend. Analogous to our discussion of AR (p) processes, 







Running Median smoother. 'Tp.i_s_ i·.S due to the global trend exhibited 
by the series havi~g relatively fe:w, i-£ any, turni!J.g points. Except 
for a sl_ight fiatten~ng of the infrequent_ global turni:l).g points, the 
R~ni~g Median can have l.itt·l~ effect oil the autocorrelation structure. 
Consider the (1, 2.-, 0) ARIMA model 
where !>1 = -. 5. 
Fifty data point_s out. of 300 observatl.on·s: ~-nerated ::f'rom: :t:h,i,s.· :~o,d,el ,-~e1 
plotted in -Figure 12 .-. .·'t'J:ie. J3eri .. es: after ·5:_mootmrrg 'Wit-h ~- Runn.:in-g:: 
Median of range m = :3: :i:s also shown irl .Figure 12 .•. :Th·e aut·ocorrelation - ' ... . . .. ... . . 
-·· -· . 
. 
:f\mction for the 30-0: data ·points before and. afte.r smocithip.g .are e.b.o:wn 
in Tab~e-:~ 5 and '6 a.lon-g. wit.h. ·th~e: autqco.rre_:lation a:rt·e:r first and: 
second fi:nite d-i-fferences·. ·There :is inae·ea. ·1-i,tt-le difference :bet .. wee'-n. •.- • • , • '• I .:- • • • '• . .- • • . ' • • ., , •, • • • . 
', • 
,, 
smoothing changes from occurrirtg: .• . 
. 
~ .. 
5 .54 ·seasonal Processes 
.. _.. economics i_:e ·the ·seasonal serie:s·. The~· Box and Jenki_ns JnOdel for 
representi~g stochastic seasonal time series is the- multiplicative 
model 
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Sample Autocorrelation Function_s·, top· 
300 Time Series Observa·tions from 
(l ,2 ,O) ARIMA Process 
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Sam.pl~ Autocorrelation Functions·for 
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The operators tf.. (B), (1 -- ·:B.)·<i, and g (B) account for ·:relationships · ~ ... q 
occurring between time :serie:_s: observations of suc·cesffiv~ periods, say 
months, with:o_ut· regard to the seasonal period, say yeara. The 
seasonal opera.tors ¢; (Bs), fl - :il)D , and QQ (Bs) accow:it f'o,~ 
relationsh·ips o·ccurring bet:ween .. ob.~~rvations for the. s:t3Jil~: p·eriod 
(month) in.: '.~uccessive· se~onal periods (years)-. 
T~e se:as_on·al oper:atiors are polynomials in ·B:s o:f ae.grees P, ·n, 
'atld Q :respectively. Th'iS is exactly a.nal·ogous to ·the· ARIMA proces:·s 
operators cf,P (B), (l - ~Ja., and 6q (B) which are polynomials in B 
of degrees p, d, and: q .respectively. Sim.ilar to the · ARIMA model:$., 
. * ( s) * ( s) . 
· . 
. .... 
we require r/JP B ·. ·and QQ B to --meet. :~t.·ati·ona.rity and invertibili-~1 
condit"ions. By let.ting D ·take c5o noII-n~.gat:tve ·int,~ger values,. we-
obtain mode·ls: for .repre-sentlng mttltiple.: ·seas·op.alit.i_:es. Time s.e.ri·es . . ~ . 
counterpart operat:or~:; except the trend and pseudo-periodi_c behavior 
of the former are_· ·between. observations s intervals- apart :in·st.ead ·pf· 
• between successive ob.se_ry.ations. 
If we had a very long se~··onal time series with an identifiable 
seasonal period ~' we might be led to try a Seasonal Running Median 
smoother that smoothed between seasons. For example, instead of' 
taking the median of three successive data points , we would take the 
92 
' ' 
• • I 
·' 












median of three data points sepa.rate·d by the seas-on interval s. 
_We could define a Seas9nal Running Median smoother of range m = 3 
for season s = 12 ·a.B· 
•.. 
This . opera.tor has· ·the advant~ge of :ma.int·~.n:in.g :se·as.on·a·1 peaks which 
could otherwise be lost by the cony.¢rrt:ional Runrfirig Median smoother.~: 
However, a major di.sa<ivtm.ta.g.e :is ·th~, -nuniber ·crf' data points lost d.ue 
to smoothing whidn i.s :s('m - 1). . .. . . ' . - . ' . . . ' . ' . . .. . c·m-1)'  Losing. th.e -last s ... · · 2 .. : · .dat·:a points 
is especi·ally b:a.d s.inc_e· ·these .~e ~fc> :important for seasonal foreca.stJ.ngi.: 
If estilll8.ted. S1ll.o01;)1ed valu:es are q)>t!rln.ed fat the last s (m;l) 
observations:., their wort·h. as ;~represe.nta.tive values is questionable atrd: 
the large :number· 6.f ·est±ma.te.s ·great:.lY diminishes the :con:fiden.c~ 
placed on forec-asts. pased on the:m •. 
·•· 
So far· we: h.~ve. only Gbn:~i:c:Lered ·the: us.e o.r· the median operator· 
on the ti.me se::rie$. ·as. Et· :::qie_,ans :cl' ·reve.a.litrg :meaningful. process 
autocorrelation st:ruct:q.r,e: •. : .Ahother :but retated approach would be to 
use the median ope:rator on th.e aut:ocorr~la.tion ·function rk and not 
. 
directly on the series. As discussed in .section 3.31, the empiri-cal. 
. . autocovaria.nce between observations k intervals apart· is given by 
n-k 
~ 




















where from the series mean z • 
Instead of taking an average :of, ·the n-k cross product terms as a 
measure of :r;elationship, consider taking the median of the n-k 
cross product terms in the covariance expression. The net effect of· 
using the .median in this ma.nner would be to exclude extreme value 
cross product terms r~.slllting 'from· s:erfes conta.:min~~e.s from the 
.J 
measure of ·the a11;tocova.riance :and autoc:orrel~t:ion: funt!t·ions. This 
seems to b~ a. f.e~_ib1e· .apJi)roach tor mode:J.. identifica~io:n .a,nd we will 
call the aut:o·c:orr.,elat_i·qn function de-riv~·d by this approach the 
median aut.o.corre'J.at.ion . function I r . k A. ·big advantage of thi·s 
robust ideritifi:<~~ti.-ort approach is the abs,en.c.e of induced aµto:·--
cor;relatiqns s.ome-times qreate.d. by the _Running. Median. A· maj:or 
disadvMtage of ,th!s: sm.·o.othi.ng 00.ncept, however., .i.·$ that ·the s·e.rie·:s 
:cqpt,ami nates are t)..ot removed '@d as such c~. s:i_:gnif.icant.tt: hamper 
identified from the :median auto.correlati .. on fu11ct:ton: .. 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
We have· i:ntroduced this c_oncept. in. t'.he context :qf s:~.a.sona.1. time 
series smo.otlling_ :b.e.c,aus~ seaa:on-al t$.me :se-ries with severe season 
peaks are. ,subj¢ct t<>, have :tliese. peaks: smoothed awa;y by a Runnin·g .. ~ ... 
autocorrelation structure, pea.ks coul.d ··b.e :severely .f;i_attened :o:r 
removed and this would affect the time ·series forecast values... 'It· . . . . . ' .. " ... •.· 
. .. .. 
the median autocorrelation concept is used for estimating auto- . 
correlations and the raw series used for paraµieter. estimation and 
series forecasting, the seasonal peaks would not be removed. If the 
. '' :· -:. ' .. · ;.· ;· 
' I , ' " 0 " I '. ~: ' 0 ·, • ,. i ' , 1 
.I•·, 
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last p + d + P + D time seri~,s ·ol;>se~rvatiqns are contaminated, however, 
this approach has the ~ciq:eg.. disad.va.nt_age of ·havi~g a forecast based 
We will let ·the: :1:ntrodu.ctio_n ·and· brie,:t, .. di-scussion of ,t_h·e 
• . . • ' ·····-' _-...,,:;1 foregoing ideas suffice for our cmrent pu.rpc,ses· ~mrd leave them as • • 
seeds for furtbe.r invest_igation ap:·d analysi.s· •. Let us return .to tl1e 
.. R.u:nni~g Median and .c.onS·i.der .:how; ;Lt operat-es on a :s.e:as_onal t.ime s~r:i~s'. 
As we saw in. :our d·is:ctittsiqn ·ot AR processes, the Rtmiting :~d.i:rm. ··doe·s 
not change t.he.: wavele~·gt·"rl o.f· a periodic f'unct.i.Ori eve:~ tllo:Ugh: f.t·· ·C'a.tl 
re.duc..e its; ampiit.119-~ by fJ.at·t·ening t.he -function. tµrniµg: ::Po·ints. 
:Therefor·e we can .con·.clud.e· that trre s.e:asonal pe_rio.di.c pattern seen in 
,' the:· .aut·ocorrelati.on func·i?.fori .a.t lags k ! ns for k :=' O, 1, 2, • • • 
n =· O·, 1, 2, .•. ·ror sea;son.a1 pe1'.9:iod s will be un~ffected by a 
Ru.nni~g :Me d.ian smoot.he.r •. 
and 
Gene.raLly the:: range. :c:)f the: -R1·mnin·g M<:dia.n will b.:e le:~:s· t.h·EJ.Ii the-. . . . ... . 
,.seast>:g. :tnte-rval a.nd. ~s :such ·the: Rurining Median ca.IInot ope.ra.t·e on ·two· . --. . :• 
:st,ructure- ir1 a.. ·m.ultipli.c.~;tJ.v.e .-modelled s~ries i.s. t'.he. se·asonality; and 
·t1.1e· n.on.seas·o:r1al .patte.rns .:from the :st.at·ionary· :-non.~e.a.son.al AR .and MA · 




. operators. A~ a ·result, what was said·: earlier in subsections 5 •"::5·1 attq 
5 .53 about th.e non~d~agi~g effects of the Runni!}g Median on polynomi·al 
end tr_igonometric movement .holds here even more since there are even 
:fewer e.xpecte~ global turn~g points for ~ given set of observations. 
The same a;rgument follows for the s·e-asonf;U Q.ifference ~perator 
' .. 
,' ., ..... ·~ ,. 
'"I ;, 
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(l - B8 ) where still fewer effects are possible. The real effects· on 
a seasonal series are· seen mainly in the magnitude of single season 
peaks o:rten preva:I.ent in. s:easqnal series possessing vecy little 
. autoregressive s.·t·ructure at and around turning points. A Running 
Median operat.ing .on a time series with a single season ·p~~, for 
example, would eld.minate, the peak although leaving the aut-ocorrelation 
structure unaffected. ·Th·i.:f? is the drawback which ·th~ p·ot·e·ntial use of 
:t:he Sea$:Qrictl Rilnnip.g Median. and. ~edian autocorrelation. f@ction 
:_dis~-u;s.sed earlier co.uld .help o.ver<!:ome: i.f it weren't tor· t:he fact: :that 
Median smo.oth~r -occur·s. nopnally :only for·· s.ingle valued se.as;.on:·a.l :peak,S·,. 
·'/ 
we could ~~ttimate t:.he .seas·on_al peak value eiiminated _by strioct·hfng 
after we h:ad identi·r:Lea. :an-d · estimated a· model. f'or the smoothed · series • . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . .. -~ . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . .. ' . - .. 
\ The· .¢.odel · arriv~.d :at. for :a s·ea.son.al tinie serie's :i·s· UI).affe:ct-ed by the 
,.., .. fact that: the· .~lea.so·rt·~1. peaks ,are cpanged by t:h~ Runnin.g Medt,an. The 
real importance of ·the ,peak: va::iue·s comes· i11 f.or·e-cas:-tin:S.~ since the 
last p + :d + P + D time serie.s valu.es are. used ,as the. p~s:1.s. for t.h·e 
forecast. Therefore., if after mo.delling we es;timate. the peak values 
with a Seasonal Rtµining Median smoother, the ra.w,·s.eri·es ,. or :the :like, 
we can then obtain 'peak values from which to :fbre·cas't. 
To illustrate SOll:l~· _or· the: effects of the Ri1nning Median on a. 
seasonaJ. time series , -c:ons·id.er t.he. ·{·2, ·O , :Q.:} x ( O , 1, O) 12 process 
, ... 
. ), ; .. 
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where ¢1 = .5 and ¢2 = .25. 
~igure 13 illustrates .:fi.-~_.y ·of: 300: ob_se<:rv~tions· generated from this 
model before a.r1.:d after smooth·ing with a .Runnin·g ·Median of range m :::.: 3·. 
Tables 7 an.d :a .g_ive t};ie a"Q.tocorrelatioris- fo:r- the .s.e-ries befo~e arid 
th V (1 .B· 12, ... ·. +. ·e 12 = . · · !N' · . · · J .-opera1.1-,o:i;-. It .. is noticed in Figur~: 13 t·hat ·t:he, 
Runni~g Median stibstant·ially :reduc·es the single value ... d s·ea·s_o.nal :pe·aks· 
at t = 12,. 24, 36, and 4-'8;· ·b·ut ·-t:h_e: :~:utocorrelati.on :struct·,-µr~ ~ l)~fore· 
strates that the :ftunnt:pg :iied·i·an is sta.t·i-sttcall_y non-destructive of 
-
. 
,s.e-a.s.orta1 se:ri.·es even th-o~gh:·a ve·cy:· s·l_ight_ ;amount of. autocorrelation 
5.6·· Ef.fe-cts ·on Cont-a.:mi·nat.e·d Series • . • • i• • • • • • • a • • • 
• ~· '• •. • ,• '. • 
• • • • • ' • • • 
(tmc-o:nt-amj_ria.t.e~d) Box- and· Je.:hkir1s :rµodel time series, we now turn our 
attention to contaminated seri.e~i. ::The.se are .s.eries which have non-
representative .. obser-va-t-io_ps, ·w.ildp.oiri:ts., and/or non·--random errors 
.not symmet:r·i-ca.1.J.·y qi_stribut.e·d ir1 t:lle time serie·s,. As previou$ly 
stated, wh~n the time ·s·erfes er-rors are random sample·s from a 
Gaussian N(O, "a2 ) distribution, the least squares fitting pr~cesr;c o:f' 
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Seasonal (2., o, o) x (Q, 1, 0)12 Process . 
'.T}i-me :serie.~ Before and After Smoothing with 
a lhl.Pning Median .o.f -~ange in = 3· 
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Di:fference O (Mean = 0.14384E + 01) -
.477 
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Sample Autocorrelation Functions for 
300 Time Series Observations from 
(2~0,0) .X (0,1,0)12 Seasonal Process 
TABLE 7 
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Difference O ·(Mean = 0.12834E + 01) 
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model~ Least squares estimation, however, is. not robust against 
violations of the Gaussian error assumption s.ince non-random errors 
·can cause a given model to be fit to the conta.minates as well as or 
instead of the repres·entative time s.eries observations. As a second 
point, we have 's.een :h:ow finite differencing propagates and magnifies / 
outlying obs-ervations·. _Since finite differenci~g is not robust 
' 
,, I ~I 
.. 
against viola.ti.ans. of the Gaussian error assumpti.op then neither ::is 
the Box and Jenk.i·ns modelling technique which r~lie.s: on; finit·~ 
differencing. It is· thi·s non-robust nature o:f ',the: B·ox .. an·d- Jeriki:n·s. . ·•· . . . . . . ·-- . . ... ·.... . . .. 
method which first. i:IJ.dice.t.ed the need for a. robust. sm,oothet like ··t'he 
Rimning Median. 
·co~t·e:m~nat:es ·we,re, n;:9t :pre..se.nt .. t~a.~: .~ 'generating proce.s.s: woul.d :be we~l: . ·. 
. .. -. 
one :w.hi.ch _is· lllUCh _gre.ate.r qr .much less: th:a.n the repres.-ent~t·ive-
·observations of the time ·se.ries process. If th·er,e. ·are· no more 't.hari, . ·. . . . . . - . ... . 
. 
' - . 
m - 1 
2 extreme contaminates .. · prE:?sent in any set. of m conse¢uti.ve 
observations in the time series, a Running Median of range m will 
el·iminate them .e·ntirely. It. :follows then that a Running Median can 
m -- ·1 smooth a time ·s:e.ries with .an overall contamination density of .2m · -.· 
If the rang~ of. the .Rupning Median is m = 3, for· ·e~ample, contaminates 
. 
·-
up to a. density of a.bout 33% can be adequately removed. What about 
conta.minates wll.ich. are not extreme points? If a contaminate in m 
consecutive data points is less extreme than m ; 1 representative 
process values, the· qonta,minat·e will not be removed by the R11nning 
1.01 
' 
I, ' I , .r 
,, '•' ., . 













Median while observations associated with the true process will be. 
Contaminates of this type are ordinarily not det-!!i-mental to process 
identification since they .are, in this case, feasible observations 
from the Gaussian error generating pro9es:s. We are mainly concerned 
with the extre;me errors, since they ~e ·the :·most .disruptive to finite 
differencing and ieast sqµares fitt.i.n·g .• 
The Running Median removes extreft,l~- .contandnates up to tne· (l_e,.:n:si.ty . . 
. 
limitation .. no matter how extreme.·. :The smoothed value for t·he wildpoint 
f'o~q. .from· a linear smoothe01·,. which ·treats the outlier in the same 
.~.anner as ~ representat·ive· gene:r·ating proce:ss value:, .. is very much 
dependent on the 1n:agnitud.e: of tpe i.vi.ldpoint.. It is con:aei-vable that 
th~ smoothed value'. ·rtom such a l;i:t1e.~r smoother can st.il·l b.e extreme, 
i_:p which. case litt.le :is accomplis.hed by the smoqt·h·i!}g. iTh-i·s result 
.. ; . 
•. 
i:s. ;not true :ror ·the nonlinear Running Median.·: I::f -a- wi}Ldpoipt is: 
smo_otbed at ,a1·1 by :a Runniiig Median, the m.agnitu<ice .of the wildpoi:nt 
. 
T.o ·zi.-ll_ustr.ate th~ ·:Op~rat·ioh .o:f t~e ·:Rl.liln.ing: Me.di-an :ort a. contami-• 
• j. 
nated time serq..e:s, we will ··coii-tB.lD.j.:.n~t.e· the:. AR·IMA. -{:l J ·2 :,,· ·OJ· ,series 
used for ~igur.e: 12:, :wher~ ¢1 ==-· •. 5.. We will inve.stigate t:,he ARit1{l 
\) } 
series at four diff~rent levels of contarojnation - 10, 20, 30, and 40 
percent of the serie~: observations. The. contaminates will eorlsist of 
randomly selected ~i(.o, 36) deviates. The smoother will be a· .Running 
Median of r~ge m = 3. We would expect a Runni:rig :Median of this r~ge 
to be successful up to about a 33% contamination density. Figure 14 
shows fi:f'ty data points :from the ·300 data point .(1, ~,- 0) series with 
1
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. in Figure 14 is the series after smoothing·. Note that nearly all of the 
extreme peaks are eliminated by the smoot.hi!,lg. Even more s_ignificant 
are the autocorr~lation :f'Unct:i.oris: ·for O, 1, and 2 finite differences, 
shown in Tables 9 and 10, be:fore and· after smoothi~g respectively. Al-
though the undifferenced seties :~µtocorrelation~· are unch~ged, a b.ig 
.!.1.:1~~( 
cb~ge between···· the s:moot,hed ·and m:rsmoothed .seri.es -is :'note.d ip the 
autocorrelations after t·he· fi.:rst ·di:fferenci~g. Th·e contarnfnates 
.-. ·., . '. . .. · ... ' .. 
prop_agated and ~agnified :by the first diff~ren .. c.e he,ve· pract·i·ca.lly· de.s·-
troyed indication·~ .. for .~ .. se.:oond difference in. the. fir'st· .difference ~uto~ 
indicate the possiple en.stence .of a ·fi·rst order .AR. proc.eErs.. .Ho~ver 
.. 
the estimate for ¢l_,. e;i:v.en b_?'· Tl: = - •. 483, is more .correctly given for 
the ·smoothed series: t;~ap. the unsmoothed :s.eri.es· wh·ere, ·r.1 = -.633. 
·Figure.s, 15:, 16 ,, ~d :17 show the same. (1., :2, o-) :se~ies, before •:mid. 
-ar:ter s:moqthipg, wit·h coittami nates loc>·c:ated with .~pproximat~ den.sit:i:es: 
it L-. 
of 20, 30, and 40 p~rcent respe.ctiv~ly. T.ables .ll.,. 12, 1·3,. 1:4 .. ,: 15., and 
·.,./1, 
16_ give the a~_,s.oci·ated autocorrelation. -fu11ct,ions for C),, i, and 2 
differences. -X.he· Running Median mai·ntairi:s· a .telat.ive,ly. good performance 
up to the 30%· cont.amjnation level. At· '40:% 'G.Ont.·~tttdnation, wildpoint 
errors. are generally ·too freq11ent to be ade'qUat.e.ly removed by the 
. 
. . 
Runni~g Median of r~ge m = 3. Al.tho:u,gh there is a contaminate density 
·limitation to the effect-iveness of the Running Median, the limitat.ion 
is extremeJ_y liberal for the time series found in actual practice. 
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• 5. 7 ··. The Smoothed Running Median Smoother· 
., We have seen in the prececl:i.ng sections the fact that the more 
structure in a time series the less smoothing done by the Running 
Median and the less induced autocorrelation resulting from the 
smoothing. A monotonic series~ for example, is· shown not to· be 
-smoothed at ~1, whereas a pure random_ series is heavily smoothed by 
a Running Media.tl, The dxawbaclt.- to the ,smoqtlling. of relatively 
unstructured ·s:eri.es: su,ch as. tbose ,ge,ne:rat:ecl by a,: random or MA process 
l_' 
is 'the a.mourtt: of. aut-ocorr.elati'oii :induced f.nto ·:t-he smoothed series. . . -- . . . . .. . . . ·: . . --·.. ; - ... ' . . .. . . . . 
. This ·prqbJ.~m has led to ·the s·.ug_gestion·· ;of _p6Ss~bl.y using smoothed 
r.esiduals from the .sinpqthing process as ,a :means of ._reducing the 
.. 
• 
. Before: dis.cusf>ing: :re$-idU·al smootoii.ing, let's define -a :r;-e~i-i.dual: 
t1. me •.. s~rie:s. ~--
Definition 5.:7.1: A. re.sidua:L. time ·s .. erie,$ .from.:a Runn'in:g· Medi:?n 
" 
. smoother of rarige m is one formed_ by the t-ime: orde·r·iiig of_ t·he va1ue-s 
R. defined by 1 
Ri = zi - z:i ,. i 
where Zi ·i·s ·t;he· ·ith 
m+l m+3 
- --
- 2 ' 2 , ••• ' n -
time valued observation of t~e ·unsmoothed time .. 
series and Z. is t'he ith· observation of t:he s_moothe.d- series. l 
. 
The residual series is the same length as the smoothed series. For 
an unsmoothed time serie·s w.ith n data points, there are n-m+l points 
in the smoothed and residual series resulting from a Rimning Median 
·1:16 
,, 
' rn,' • •' "'" ,, --' -~ ·• ' ,-• 
• 
.. 
•· c,,• ,, ... ,' '" .• -... ~ •••••• ,.---·,- '_, ... ,....... ,·'' _, • -.,,." 
.. 
of range m. The residu.a.l series from the s.moothing of a monotonic 
time series is a series of' all zeroes. Conversely, the residual 
·<-" 
series from the smoothing of a purely random series. con.tains many 
non-zero values. The basic reasoni!l.,g behind this is the lack of 
turning points in the: :monotonic seri·es and the presence of n.lllilerous 
turning points in tb.e ,r·andom series .• 
smoothed s~_ries :some e>f tbe :raridqw.1ess. removed: by ·the- sID.oothin.g. 
If we were to :put· all o·f· the .res:id11~l.$ .removed. :):):y a Running Median 
since the ·residua.ls would contain t'he time series. c·onta.:rni·n·a.tes .. ,• . . . . . . .-.- .. .. . - ., . . - . . - . . .. , .· . . . .. 
removed:. The select·i;dii or.·· residuals t,o: add to ·the smoot:hed ·ser.:i."e.s • ' - ·- • .. • .•.. •• • • • . • . • • • • ' • . • ' . 
• • • •• • l 
before adding tllelil b:ack ·to t.:Pe smoothe-4 $.eries . 
Definition. 5.7 .. 2: A ,smoothed Running Me·di,,a.n smo·oth.e:r::·. df :ran~~ .rn :~[S· 
one whi:ch s,moot.ns· a time series with a Rµru.1:ing Median: :smoot.h:er or· 
range m, smooths the residual time s·e,r.:ie.$ with a :Running Media.tJ o·:f 
range m, and adds the smoothed serief3:· .a.n.d :sII1bot11e~a :resip;µal ·se·rie·S 
to form a smoothed smoothed seri.es:, 
• 
We can de fin~: the operation of· the smoothed smo·o.th,er ,.as 
Resid1ials = Series · - .Sm (Series) 
SmSm (Series)= Sm (Series)+ Sm {Residuais). 
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~JD.o¢thing, the number o·r data point.s.· i:n the :smoot_h~ti smoothed series 
is n - 2· (m - 1). Altho:ugh it is pos·sible to use one :rapge for series 
smoothi_ng and another for residual smoothi~g, it does not appear 
feasible. If, for exaJD.ple, it is felt that a Runni~g Median of 
... 
r~ge m = 5 is n··ecessary to adequately·~-. remove series contaminates, 
it do~s: n:-ot. se:em.. :reasonable to then use a Runni-;r1g· '.Median of r~ge 
--m ,:: -3 ,to ·-smooth ··t.he Te·s:idu;als:.. ·]3y· 1doirrg~t·his, we woul:d be- ·aqmi tt:trrg_ .. . . 
. 
that the Runni?g Median o·f: r.@iSe. ·m = .-5· ·was_ prooab·ly rtot needed t.o 
b_egin with and that m. =: 3: wou1·a :'h.ave: b.e~n aae·quat.e. .In. usi_ng the 
; 
smoothe.d s-mqotJ~e·r approac·h:, ·it ·±-.s: de$!:te·d to tis.e: a :low 9rder, odd range 
.smoothed lrui:rn·_in:g: Median sniootner su·c-h a:s ·ni = 3, o.r. .5 _. ·w~ _desire low 
ord·er to min:im:ze· .t·he· ll:llIP:Per .of e·nd -:points lo.st and. odd r~ge fo.r 
. ' . 
in ad9-~_~f!, .. -~mootin·e·d · val.ues·. 
The :fe .. a.ture; of ·the :smoot-l;t:~-d· -smo:ot:he;r· ·th11t :inake ~ it appealing: :i·s 
that 1mless there a.re at ll;!ast m;i nonzero v-alu.es out of m consec:utive 
values in the· res-idua.l s·eries·, t:here wiI::i be only ze-ro: valµe~- j __ n: the !" 
smoot.hed: re:s1d11·aJ.: ~e:ri:es. In this: c.:·a.s_·e. t.he :smd.ot.hed· .series- and the. ·.· 
l't~?gth of ·t·he smoothed smoothed ser.ies .• : r·r· we have a h_igply 
.. 
structured t·ime< series such as ·t:ha.t co!QIIlonly foupd for az1 AA or· 
I int_egrated process where ther.e ar(: r~latively :few turni~g points.-, 
. 
there will_ be very few if any nonzero values in the Sliloothed 
residual series. This. is 'What we desire since there is little 
induced autocorrelat:ion from a Runni~g Median: operati:r1g on such a 
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...... , , .... 
r, 
., 
order or random structure we desire numerous nonzero smoothed 
residuals to reduce the· effects of the smoothing. Since relatively 
unstructure:d series'. have numerous turning points, we will get 
numerous resi·.dila,ls:.. .As. for .contaminates, if the relative density of· 
the contalidnati.on is less than ~l, the limit for elimination, the 
m-1 relative density o·f tn~· c.ont:a,minates will ·be. les.~ than 2m in the 
residual series and .c··a.n therefo·re be elin4na.t~d :b·y Running Median 
s~oothing. ·The smooth.ed Running Med:i.an· ·smoother has all the attri-
butes of the simple Runnin·g Medi:ELn but re .. duces autocorrelat·i·on 
effects proportion.at·e t.o. the:· amount of· aµt.c,cor.relation in·d1,10~.d by 
the simple Runni·ng Medi-~. 
return to· so:me t:ime seri:es .·previ:ously studied~. .First of all conside::r . ' - . 
.. 
the 390 .:point random. ser:ie:s; u.se-d. ,for .T·ab.le 4, .after .smc:>"othing with a 
shows t·h.:~t th.e autocorrelEl.ti.on at lag k =. 1 .. is n:e.a:ply one-third 
m = 3. Altl:1ough t.he induced auto.correlation is still :p:r~s·ent at 
. lag one and· two, the smoothed smoother has greatly reduced it. 
Another type of process where significant .auto.correlation is 
indueed by the Running Median is the MA process. Figures 10 and 11 
illustrated the induced autocorrelation effect of the Running 
Median smoother with range m = 3 operating on 300 data points 
generated from an MA ( 2) pro·ce~s where g 1 = - • 75 and Q 2 = • 50 • 
119 
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Autocorrel~tions or 300 N (0 ,.l) Devia.te,s · 
After Smoothing with a Smoothe:d Runrrin·g 
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... 
Figure 18 i.llustrates the autoc·q;r:re.lation·~; f.or this sa:me MA(2) series 
a:f'ter smoothing with a. ~oothed Runni~g- :Median witi.h r~ge m = 3. 
. . 
' For this process,, the smoothed smoothed series ·~utocorrelat·iop.~ .~e 
J )"' w 
very much l.t:ke th;o.s·e: :for the simple Runni~g Median s'.er.l~s :aut·o~ 
correlat-ions ·sh.own in Fi'gµ.r~ 11. The explanati_on tor ·t:hi:s UI1tisua.l Ill · •• 
·pro·cess. ··Tlle series as de:picte:d in Fi.gure 9 is smoothe:d. at. t·he 
turning po!pts which occur· ·about every other' :cl.at.a _poi11t. Althou.,gh 
there are two nonzero ·r!tsiduals, they· :'are .. ·g¢n·e::rally· .q:f;- -o;ppo.s-l·te-. 
:s_i.~ •. When smoothed ·by a Eunni~g Medi~1. ·o·,f range. -m. = ·_3.,. ·the: :µqn,.-. 
zero residuals te,nd to c·ancel each otJ1er, lea.vin.g .a ze-ro: :~s the 
\o.. 
Certain' situation-s· . . . '.. . . . . . ..... 
~t 1;1s: con·sider now·· :the smoothed Run.n·frt,g: :Iredi.an o:r· range ·m. = 3· 
.. . 
" 
oper.~t:i-rag on the 30% contaminated AR-IMA Ci,: 2:, oJ seri:es, ·i.llu.~t-:r-~t:ea·. 
by ]?.gure 16. Due· to the h_igh structwe· q;f th.is. se:ries an.d. the· 
I fact that the ;rel~ti·ve contamination density ls bfi°'low the 33% 
. 
contaminate liID.itation for the Runni~g Median wit·h m = 3, we 
expect little difference between the autocorrel·ation structure for . 
the smoothed and smoothed smoothed series. That :is·: to say that 
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.. 
autocorrelation.s: are given in Table 18 for the smoothe·d .. :smoothed series . , 
and are indee·d ·vepy much lik:e t·hose given in Table .14 for the simply 
~moothed series, as we expected . 
.. 
· Due to its genera1iy .improved ·ueh-avjo:r, 'the smoothed Runn:i:~ig: 
-~ 
Median smoother is prefe-rre_d over the ~imple :Rlltliling Median •. 
5.8 Forecasting 
.. • 4 
.. 
In most applications, a t:im.e series -~s .a.na.lyzett for t'h~: .:p.w.po·.se-
of obtaining· a model w.pi_cb: can. be us:e-d. to fore::cast. fut:iire· v:alues· of· 
' 
... time series, i.t ,.is a s·imp:L~ matt:e.r.to comput·e. fo.reca.sts., When a: 
model is obtaine.d ,fo~ ·:a. $:tno.othelt ti.me ·se.-ries, howev.er., p.roblem.s. :a.ri s.·~ 
. ;, 
·.:. . ., 
'.•' from the ·1.os·s, cf end--.of~ser·ie:$ data poirtts ··wh.:i.:cll; ~st be :re:s.9lv~-Q! 
For' .model·s obt'.ai.1be.d -for unsmoot'he·d ·time· se-r1·es th·e Bo.x .and . . .. . .. .• .· . . . . . . . . . .·, . . . . . . . . . . .. .· .. :.,· ' ' . . . -·· 
a suitable model from ··th·e series,· w~ w~t the ser·i_~s; o~t values 
Zt+.l' ~ -~ 1,: when we· .are cur·rently at time t. T.b_e· leadtime for t_he:. 
• • 
• forecast isl, the or;i.g~·n is t, and the fort?cast is written. ztO(~J . 
. 
. . 
If we are consideri!lg a forecast fqr ·an ARIMA model., -for example, we 
see by re:f'erri~g t,o a:e~ct~on 4.:2 that· -the ARIMA model describi~g a 
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. = (1 -- g B - • • • - Q Bq) at_·· 1 . q 
If w;e. eJq>.~zrd: equa.t.-i:.on (l) and solve for Zt, we_ get the expression: 
(2) 
- Ql at-l - • . . - Q a .·. +· a =· q t-q .. ·t 
. ··- -,u 
• • • :tn-. or..der: to fin·d the ejcpre$si.on for fo:·recast value Ztfto) ,. we· first, 
,rep·la.C!e t-:t1~ value: t w,ith ·'t+l i11 e~ress_ion (2) to get. 
. 
~-
- .The fo:recEJ:$t Zt(t} is obtained. by t:r,(aa.t:i.ng the terns· in expression 
:(.3) ~c;::c.or·ding to the ·following_ :-:ruJ..e·s·:. 
(a) the zt-j (j = ()~ l,. 2 , •.. ) which have E!,lr<aa.dy occurre'd at , 
origin t .are. 'le·:f't unchanged; 
(b) the Zt+j (j;:: l, 2, .•. ) which have not yet occurred at 
. · 
•• 







(c) the at-j (j_~ 9,, .1,, 2, ••• ) which have already occurred at 
origin t are ta.k~n from the residual values resulting from 
the least squares model-to-series· fit at time t-j; 
(d) The at+j (j = l, 2, ••• ) which have not occurred at t are 
replaced by zero - the expecte.d value of the random shocks. 
.. ,-- ' 
.', 
' ' t" Although we used the .ARIMA ·mode:l :for .illustration, the above procedure 
is used f'or all. ty.p·e.s of ,Box a.p.d Jenkins models. •• 
.  
When we sIIJ.ooth a t:i.I11e series with a Running Me~an ~ we tnµSt 
decide whet.her: to. ti.Se'. tJ;:re ori:ginal or smoothed time series: for, the. 
forecast, after ,a. mo·de.l ha·s bee.n ·obt·ained f'or the smoothed series·. 
. 
. ..... • . . 
. ... ·-. . 
. .. : . 
:r·r the smoothed s:e.ries i~ us·:e.d. ·for· t.'.he forecast·, the origin for the: 
forecast will be at s6llle. t'ime ·t-j where .j ·:is. Q.et.ermined by th~ 
.;, number of time ·series dat·a. ·poi.nts 1:ost due to smoothing. If a .... '" 
simple Running Median Smoother bf rMge m is U$ed, m;l end•of-fler;i,e.fl 
:points. are lost; i:t.· a smoothe4 R11uni:ng Me.di:®. is used, m~.1 .-po.ints are . 
.. '• 
points. from ·th~ ori.gina1,·· unsmoothe.d -$:eries ·as estiinates for the ·data 
foreqast origin up to t'he current time" t .. ·The ·only thing that now 
remains before we have a .smoothed historical series for forecasting 
is the estimation of the historical random s~ocks at-j for the 




















.. . -.. ' . 
~·""' .. -... ,..,:.. ,,, . · .
• ' ' ' ' .',' ~,; ·-~· '1 
., series. The least squares fitting of the: :Box· and Jenkins model to 
th~ smoothed series provide residuals that' are used for the other 
historical ran_dom· .s.hocks. Our estiniat~s for the lost end point 
. , .. 
.. shocks can be obt·ained by forecasting the last, sa:y m-~, data points 
. 
. 
'. from the smoothed series· and lettin·g:· the fope;c·ast· be the estimat.:e·s: 
of the model function values._ The ~ffe_rence between the origin~ 
series· -v~ues :used at ·the end. qf th~· s:moothed series and the 
·• 
forecast estimates of the function value·s .can t;h~n be used as th:e 
estimates of the l;J.istoric.a.1. random .. sh·o:clts .• This approach of 
obtaining a fore.cas-t ,.from a smoothed ser·ies :·.ca.ti ··now- be s,nnmarized· 
·as ·follows .: 
~st-i-mates fcir :th~- :moq.el; 
:(b): f.ore.cast: fro.Ill the: smoothed seri¢s: t,'.lle en.4--o·f~ser-i:t~s-
. . 
.. 
:Cc:) :use the t.ime ·s·ei.fie?.$. va.:l:t1es front ·the origi-nal ., 
unsmooihed tim~ .series as the· zt-j correapond.ing 'to 
the lost da.t:·a p.oints-- only ; and 
( d) compute estimates of the random sbockS at-J for the 
lost points on.iy· by· ta.king th.~ ··a~:ffe·r.en··c·e between 
• 
the zt-J in(c) and the f'oxecafilt values ;n_ (b). 
All Qther forecasting rule~ -are: ·the. same: ·as. tho~e- given by Box ,an~, 
Jenkins. 
• 
The foregoing approach to obtaining a smoothed series forecast 
is feasible but it has the important drawback that desired time 
'• 
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.. 
series patt:erns :Smoot-he-d fiW"fJ.Y :by· the ,Runni~g t4ecli8.I) are not made 
available, exce.pt: at: the erid p9i_nts_, f'or· hi_stori:cal Zt-j.. As 
discussed in section 5··· 5·4, this. s.moothing pr-01:>i~m is most likely to· 




section 5. 54 :for ·obtaining s·:mooth·e_d s·e.asonal s·truct-µre_· was the 
. . . . 
Seasonal Runnin:g -M~di-a.ri. --Th·e drawback to th_i~. ~pproach ·is the 
n11merous ertd-of-~eries data. po·i;nts ·sacrif.i.ce:d. Another reme.dy 
discussed was the ·us·:e:- of t·he e-nti_re. ori_git1ai t·ime series for 
historical values. Thi.s.- appr.oac:h :+~P.d$· ::it,,s_elf to all types of time 
series, not just season·al:- S'.~_ri:e·s:.: 
Many of the pr.oe:edu:res out·lined for the smoothed ser-ies 
approach for' f.orEtcasting ar'e u$ed in this unsmoothed- s .. e_ries 
;.· 
approach. The m.a;in -~fte·r:e.11ce· i-:s t_hat all of -the 'Uhsmoothe-d ·seri_es-
values are used ti.s historical .Zt-J in tllis approach. Th-~- ge:ne~fil 
.· 
Box and Jenkins fore·cast p:rocecl~e .is. use .. cl: wit_ll: tbe.· -fo.llow_ing_ rul~s 
:and- :exceptionf.> : 
estimate::s ·-for· t'.h;e· niodel ; 
(b) fore'C:flst from, ·t·ne s.mo·oth.e.·d series the end-of-series 
data: point's lost due to s~oot;hing; 
:fc:) use all the time series values from the: ori·ginal., 
unsmoothed time series as the Zt-J ; aii.d 
( d) compute historical estimates of the random shocks 
at-j by t·aking the difference between the Zt-j. in 
--~· 
... 






' ; " . . . :,, . ; 
· end (b). 
• 
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This fore·.cast·i~_g approach .is ni1Ich pre.ferred q~r the former when 
valuable series patterns are believed to h:ave been removed by the 
Ihmning Median smoothing processes. We have .seen that seasonal time . ..· 
series are a case in point, and it can be true .for· other periodic and 
pseudo-periodic series whic·h are susceptible to. ·havi~g seri.es patterns 
.smoothed awt3:y. The drawb·ack. is' th·e· ·u-se if1 the forecast of conta;mi n,ates . . -. . .· . - .. . . . ' 
. ' ~ . 
_possibly oc·curri!1~ in· t~e last. p+.q+P+D bf q+Q; t:i.rn.e s.erie.s· va.lues. 
the .smgll -ri:-sk .. of .extrl3.pol·atip.:g :a. contaroipated vaLue-~-
A:~ ~ 
.illu:s.trated in F_igure 13, tlle,re i:s: -~ -prqnqurrce.d seas·ional peak consi.s·.--
to the fact th_.at: :·it is. ·a ~-i_nigle- spike value., t.:he Smoo.thed: Rup;riip._.g. 
Median smoother Wbµld eliminate it aJ.so. When. a (2, o., O) x (o, 1, 0)12 




-~ series, estimates o.f t.tie two AR parameters axe. qi1 =:; .68 encl ¢2 = .• o.8. 
. ~h~ .forecast :inodel for this series is· wr-itten as 
A ~ A 
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Since historical. rand9rp. ~hocks·: .do not· appear in this foreca·st model, 
" there is no need to fore:cast from the smooth serie.s the value z300 
which was lost .due: t·o .. ·s:m9othi!lg. lf' q > 0 and/or Q > O ,. the end 
-point value woaj..d. 11:ave to: be forecast in order to get an estimate 
for a.30,l. -~gure. 19_ gi:ves a- c·ompa.r·i_$·on of the twe~ty-four period 
forecast z300<.e.J, l = ;I., 2,, ••• , 24, with the actual tim~ serie.$ 
values _z 301 .~ :z30.2,, .• .. , z324 generated ·front the or_i.ginal.. (2, o, o) x: 
(0, ·1 ~ O)i2_ -s,easonal model -~sed for ~igure 13-. The 9tose tracki~g 
of tlle- act.ua.J.. ti111e se:rie~- by tllE?. :forecast speaks w~·:11 of this 
:fore·cast:ing approac:ti. W~ note· that t:he pe.ak val.u¢s: sh·own flat·te.ne9-
:~d- s~ooth:e·.Q. aw·ay .in .-Figure 13 reappe:ar in the_ fore.cast o.f:' F3...-gµ.;re· 19. 
•' 
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Forecast ·Ve:rsus Actual ·opservations from 
(2, o, 0) x ·ro., 1, 0)12 Time Series with 
Model Based on Running Median Smoothed 
Based on Running Median Smoothed Series 














It has been t·he, s·tate·d objective of' this thesis to develop a 
smoothing technique wh·i:eb c·ould be used in conjuncti~n with Box and 
Jenkins time series analys-is techniques to enable the latter to be 
more robust against violations of Gauss_j_·an err.or assumptions. The' 
,. 
smoothing technique ch_o·sen ·for development ,and. a.naly·sis with respect· · 
to th-is eb-jecti-ve- wa.·s -the )RUI1ning Median smooth~:r:,,. :aj.9n_g with its 
n11me-:rous variat:l.ons·. Th~ ·Rµnning Median w--~$ ·.d:eyelope·d .~ a series-· 
,. 
::fore.C-f~."f:1:ti.ng. te.cbnique. The Box and .. Jenkins techp.ique is :prqbal:>ly 
--t·he.·. :mos·t< powerfµl t~:cbl1ique .q-Ul'.'r_ently avai_labl·e f.or the analysis e.n:d. 
:fqt~_cEisting of stocbast-ic. ti-me s .. erie:s • 
:series patt·ern·s_, :n1_rroe:rous p:t'o.perties· ~n~epen:dent of .B:ox and .Jenk.-ins· 
· ·analysis_ t:echniques. were· discovered. ..As in s,imple moviI}g ave.rag~ 
smoothing:., the RUnning Median "smoot·he:rs: r~_:sult :in t;h:e· lps·f3 Of ti_me: 
. . ~ .. 
• 
•. 
direction in whic:ti: th.e: f?m.oo.tne_r- is app_li_ed to :the s·e_,ries. A very: 
interesting proper-ty of' the simple: ijun.ning_ Medi.·an smo·ot~er is that 
a given range Running Median successive~ ,applied to a time series a. 
sufficient number of times results in a smoothed series which is 
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created by each successive smoothing decreases· in an exponential 
By defining a time series Running Median ·string, the number 
of successive smoothings required. to reach stability is predictably· 
finite. Therefore, there is little danger of completely smoothing a 
< I," 
time series structure away ·or .i-nducing unlimited autocorrelation':-• 
One ,problem area dealt. with in ·the dev~l..opment ·of the Runni:.ng .. 
Median was induced. autocorrelati.on in ·time. series in which th:e . -. •·. . . - '• . ,· - . - ... ··.• '. .. 
·, 
... ranclo.m :Componeirt i:s: significant:. :For :hi·ghly s~ructured serie·s: 
• . :a.owever for ·iiime: se·ri.es charact,e·rized :~ pure:l.y r·andom or, to a .. lesser 
extent, as. ffnit.e m9ving averag¢ ·pr·oces·ses ,: the simple R11nning Median 
can i:pduoe s:igni._ficant attbocorrelation ir1 the first_ few lags of the 
· ... Qbt.aine:d by i.ntrodtj.cing. ·t·he: Smoothed Rtinning Median smoother whic-b. 
·a.11ows for· ,the ad.di_t·ion or sinoot·he:d- :r~~i:duals to the smoothed 
series. The ·s_n1_qoth·ed Running Medi~ :i-s fo.tirid to :be as effective: 
a.g~inst contaminates, as the simple Running Median but is les:s 1-ike:J.y 
to induce autocorrel.at-ion. 
Another probl.em .ar~·a _di$cov.¢:red: -con>c.erned tl1.e: uSe of the: Ru,il.Qing 
,. Median. smoother on .s.e.as-c:>na1 time :~_e-ries,.. ·Speci::f"ical.ly, the problem ·1s: 
the potential elimin.at.ion of. single -:S.e:asori pea.ks· in the ·time s.eries. 
Seasonal autocorrelation structure is not af.fected by the Runni~g 
Median or Smoothed Running Median_ smoothers, therefore, model 
identification and estimation can. successfully be made from the· 
. . .. 
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smoothed .series. One altern·ative explored ro·r·. re·covering seasonal 
peaks which are neces·sary for forecasti~g was the Seasonal Running 
Median. The excessive n11mber of data points lost by the smoothing, . 
. however, is a major drawback to -t·bis alternative. Another 
alternative, and the one believed ·to. _b·e best , is the use of the 
smoothed seri:es for :mod~l. identi.ficat·ion. a.n·d efltimation and the . . . ' . . .·. . . ' . . · .... 
original seri:es fc)i' th.e his·torical values for _forecasting. _Al.though 
there ·is a- risk -w-i,tb this latter approach of: possibly us·ing 
contamjnated ·y~ue-s ·a.s historicaJ. forece,st values, the risk i.s 
s-mal1 and s .. e·ems w.¢1·1 worth ;the stru,cture reqovered for forecasting. 
· In additiop_ to· se-.asorial time Seri.es·, fo_re·'ca.sting procedures 
were develop~·:d for the other p~ocesse·.s •. B.asic.a11y-, · two alternatives 
are deeme·d fe·as·iol.e .: . One al ternat._:i.y~ is ·the: U$.e o-f· the smoothe.d: 
and general_ly- re.commen¢le:d approacli if? the use- qf the smoothe:d, se·ries: 
for model ident_irication and e;.3tiznation oµ'ly and··the 11se of· t.he 
original seri~'~ :for .for~;ca§ting·. Af,: with _seasonal time se.ries th_e 
_latter appr.oa.·ch_ o:t'fe·rs• -the'. opportunity of recovering valuable tiine 
series patterns 'PO,ss.ibly removed by smoctthing. The drawback is the 
risk of basing forecasts on contaminated t-ime series values. 
However, since· ilorma.·11y few historical seri·es.· values a.re ·needEfd·. :for 
the forecasts,: .th·i~ risk is minimal. 
The .smoothing results obtained from- a Running Median smoother 
will usually vary depending on the selected range of the smoother. 
The choice· of which range· Running Median to .us.e for a given time 
.... '.' 
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series depends. greatly on the series in question. Ordinarily it ·can 
be safely said that a low, odd ra~ge seems best. An even range 
smoother lacks symmetry and the:re is aver_aging . required to obtain a 
median value. High:. r.apg~~ result in more lost data poi.nts _,. i1-1cree,t1e 
the possibility· of' :i..nduc.ed autocorrelation, and generally increase 
the magn·i.tude· a.nd e.xtent of any induced autocorrelation~ 
In short :this· ·thesis nas. s.hown Rupning 14e·dia.ti ·smctot~ing to be a 
: ~ simple yet ,eff'ecti ve t,echniqµe for :;removing- ·time series contaminates 
capable of -:{ileru.pti-ng. Box a.pcl Ji~nkins .. mode:1 identification ·and 
estimati.or1 ltroce:dur~:$·., ·nue to th-is.- ef.''.fe·ctiveness, the Rupnin.g Median 
., ~ . when use.d iµ, conjt1nc·tion with Box :~.d Jenkins time s·.eri·:es. a.n·alysis 
procedµre:~ inst.ills robustness against violations- of the :aa-g.ssi_an 
~rror· a~sumpt·ion which underlies' tlle· Box :end J·enkiti:-s ,a.xialysis tbeory:. . . 
. 
. 
:cont.am5nate~ into the. -s~mobi~~d ~e:r-ies:, t:he t~_nden·c~ of t·'he. notr~~:ne·a.r 
., ,Rµp:r1~ng: Median is tq discri.minat·e .. 1y· e·liIP.i-nate ot1tlyin.g' c9pt:a.:mi·nate .. ·s. 
The Running_ Median does not eliminate ·the .need ·f-or th;e .analys:t ·t:o . 
. 
investigat.~ -tbe why' s and wherefore ':s of ~h~- ·enyi--ronm.ent prevailing 
when the ·time series was generated·-; but :it does: pro.vide a means -of 
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7.0 AREAS SUGGESTED FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Areas which this thesis did' not cover in deptb :Or i:~ which ques,-
tions were raised. ·deserve further study. Here is· .a .li~t. ·Of some sug-
· gested study ·fi~-as:. 
(J..J Develop111en.t: .of .ot'l;;i.er :r6bmtt :sm.oothi:_n~- te:chniques which 
.can .be compared with the Rimni,ng .Medi·art smoothers. The· 
-·con.eept of ·the median 'ElU.t.o.c.o:rrelation: fu.cntion· intro--
duced in Section $.:5:4 especially .. ·~~s·e,rv-es attention. 
·--·~ ~-
·r~qi.u.red t.o :make a given: ti·me :ser:i.:e$ stable wi.th 
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Property 5-3-3: Given a Serie$ of m points zl,- z2, ... , .Zm such 
that z1 S z2 S ... S zm or z1 ~ z2 ?:. ••• '2: zm then· respectively 
~ A ~ A A ~ 
zl S z2 S ... ~ zm or zl ~ z2 -~ ••• ~ zm provided that Z l' z2, 
1'· ' ' 
••• , Z exist and where.Z .. = Med (Z.), i = 1,2, ••• ,m, form.odd. m 1 m 1 
Proof: For the Running Median Zi to exist for the i th series ob-
servation wheri the r~ge of the Runni_ng Median i:s odd (m=3 ,5, 7,.;.), 
there ID.U$t· -exist series observations 
z 1·' z 3' 
i-(m; ) i-(m; _) 
Z· 
... •. ' ... ' 1 ... • .. ·• ., z 3 ' i+(m~) 
From ·Property 5 .3.2, we showed .·for :a -set· ¢f 01:>sezy~:t.~_on_s (z1 ,z2 , ••. , 
zm) with z1 ~ z2 cf ••• ~ z:m that the Slliooth~d value for z(m+l)/2 . 
f'rom an odd range Ftuining l>fe¢i.ap. is 2(:mtl)/2 = z(m+l)/2 • The median 
. 
value o:r an odd set o.f .:p.oints can: 'be found .fro~ the subset of 
(m+l)/2 h_ighest po·it1ts or· sub-set of (m+i)./2- lowe:st points since both 
of these subse.ts ¢ont·ain ·t:l+e '((m+l) /2 )th value ·or m ( odd) ranked 
. 
,..., 
n11mbers. Consider the cas·e of Z < Z_ 2 < . 1- -
,... < " < to show that z1 _ z2 _ "' • . . ~ z • m 
... < 
-
Z , where we want 
m 
·, 
-L...- -- . 
I\ 
~-
Usi!lg Z(m+l) 12 as a starti_ng poi.nt.-, consider z(lil+g)/2 .• Now in 
A 
. . 
order to calculate Z ( m+ 3) 12 , the-. point Zm+ 1 must e.Jtist· .: In order to 
A. 
find Z(~3)/2 , we can look at ·the lowest points in the Di member· set 
( z2 ,z3, ••• ,Zm ,Zm+ 1 ) . Since m-1 members of this set have the property 
• • 
that z2 S z3 S ... ~ Zm, the (m+ l) /2 lowest values are contained in 
the (m+3)/2 member ~ubset (z2 ,z3 ,~ .. ,z(m+l)i2 ,Z(m+3)/2 'zm+l). 
I 
Comparing the (m+l)/2 lowest value solution sets· of z(m+l)/~ with 
.. 
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I 
A A . 
Z(m+3)/2 , we see that the reduced solution set for Z(m+3 )/2 contains the 
reduced solution set for z(m+l)/2 except for the absence of zl (which is 
" outside the range of values for Z(m+3)/2 ) and the presence of 
Z(m+3)/2· and Zm+l (which is outside the r~ge of values for 
Z(m+l)/2 ). Thus (m-3)/2 of' the values comprising the solution set 
~ . ~ 
to Z(m+3)/2 are less than or equal to Z(m+l)/2 , and one value 
·cz(m+l)/2) is e·qual to z(m+l) /2' The value z{l!i-+3)12 ~ z(m+l)/2 = 
Z(m+l)/2 ' Now if Zm+lS Z(m+l)/2 ' we have exactJ.t (lll•l)/2 values 
in the solution subSet :for ~-Cm+3)12 which are 1ess than ZCm+l)/2 and 
one value equal to Z(m+l)/2 • This means that tb,e ((_m+l)/2)th 
,.. . ~ 
largest value in the solution set for z(m+3)/2 is equal to Z(m+l)/2 , 
A A .. 4 
thus z(m+3)/2 = z(m+l)/2 • If zm+l is_ greater than z(m+l}/2 , then 
z(m+3)/2 > z(m+l)/2, sin"ce the ( (m+l)/2)th val~e is ~eater than 
Z(m+l)/2 , and Z(m+3)/2• will be ~quaJ. to t!le min Cz{m+]J/2 , zm+1 ). 
. . . 





:1:r .. z < 





2 (Zm+3 zm+l)' 
,.. 
if z >Z • 
' m+l m+l ' 
2 2 
.. 1n.ean1~g • 
" >z zm+3 • 
- m+l 
• 2 2 • 
" Now in order t.o find Z(m+5 )/2 , we follow the identical procedure of 
.identifyi~g the lowest (m+l)/2 points in the solution set of m 
values in the range of the Runni~g Median. centered at Z(m+5)/2 • 
, I . 
139 
~ . ,: . 
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·, .• . 
.. 
., \ '·-1 ... : \, 
• 
~"~_;•o/ .. f~.~~--------~--------------------------------------................ ~ 
... 
• 
The m values are z3 ,z4 , .•• ,Zm,Zm+l'Zm+2 ; Since we know z3 ~ z4 S ... 
S Z , the ( (m+l) /2 )th lowest ( also highest since m is odd) value will m . 
be in the (m+5)/2membersubset (z3 ,z4, ... ,z(m+3)/2 ' Z(m+5)/2 ' Zm.+l' 
zm+2>. comparing the so]_ution subset for z(m+3)/2 with that of 
~ A . . 
Z.(m+S)/2 ~ ~e- see that the .a-elution set for z(m+5.)/2_ contains. the 
(m+3)/2 member solution set for ~(m+3)/2 except fO:r- th¢ al:)sence. o~ 
... . . . I\ z2 which is :dtit-side, :the f~ge for Z(m+5)/2 and the presence of 
. A A 
Z(m+S) 12 and zm+2 in th~ .so:LJ.1t-t.on subset for Z(m+S }/2 • Now z(m+3)/2 
~ z2 si:nce no more than· :(:.m-1)/2:: values in the solut.ion set for 
~ 
.• ~ .. . 
z(m+3Vz could be 1ess thari:z2• .Also z(m+3)/2 ~ z(m+S)/2 si11ce 11:0 
. " mre than (m,...1}/2 Values in the S0l11tion s~t fo:r- z(m+3) / 2 could be 
15re~1J~r t:b.an z·(m+3}_/.2 an.d si.t1ce :Z{m+.5_)./Z ,~ z(n.i+:3)/·2 •. · Th·erefore.,,. 
exactly (m ... 3)/2 of the (m,1)/2 vaLues (z3 ,z4,.,. ,Ztm+S)/2 ,Zm-t-l) are 
I\ 
. . 
les-s than. or· eq'.Qa~. to z.::(m+3}/2 :.and .one v~:ue :ne:ce.ss-arily· equ·al -to: 
' A . 
Z(m+3 ) 12 , thus givi·n1~ 
. . . A (m~l}:/2· values: :less t-han ·or equal to :z·(. ..)·;···,·· 
· · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · ·'· · · · ··. · :. ::m· +3· · · : ·:2· ..·· 
: . -- .·. . ' ,• •. 
. . .. 
~ 
. ' 
Now if z +2 5 z.( .. +3 )12 , we w"ill have. exa:.ct·1y·· :"("'m-i:)-./2 ·value·s· int.he • : •! m m . ' ....  . 
A . h 
solution_ subse.t :ror Z(m+S)/.2 which are _less t_han: or· equal t.o Zf;m+3J_/2 
~ 
. . . 
and one value necessarily equa.l to z(m+3)/2 ' meaning that the 
((m+l)/2)th ranked value in the solution set for z(m+5)/2 = z(m+3)/2" 
A 
If Zm+2 >_ Z(m+3)/2 ' the ((m+l)/_2)th ranked value in the solution 
. /\ . . "' I\ 
subset for Z(m+5):/2 ·is_ greater than ~(m+3)12 , and thus Z(m+S)/2 > 
I\ 
.. " 
z(m+3) 12 .. S1mrrna.rl...zi11·g the result we get- Z(m+5) 12 ~ .z(m+3)/2 • 
" By induction we_ go now to Zm. We ident~fy t_he· solution space 
. ~ 
of m values in the range of Zm which is (Z(m+l}/2 ' Z(m+3)/2 ,.,., Zm' 
zm:+1 , ... ,Z(3m-l)/2 ). Now we know that z(m+l}/2 S z(m+3}/2 S ..• S Zm; 
• 
-~· 






therefore we know only that the. {(ni+lJ/2.)th lowe_st value will be in the 
m member set comprisipg 0111· or_i.gi:r1al solution set .. (i.e., we are unable 
A to reduce the solution set l-. ~mpari~g the solution set for Zm-l with 
A ~ Zm, we can -see ·tht;t tn~- aolution set for Zm contains the. solution set 
I\ 
for Zm-l except for· t-I1e abs.enc.e of Z(m-l)/2 and.the presence of Zm and 
A. 
. --Now .z . . )· .. _1._. ·._ . its . n.e:ces·s:ar-i-lv ·1e:ss t-han. ·{)r __ ·. e_· .. _.q,u_._·.·a. l. to Z sin.ce :no . (m~l· ... ,-2 _ · ·.· ...... .., .. ··· m-1 
more than (m-1) /2 val.uefs can be less the.tr z(m-l)/2 in the solution 
A 
set for zm-l. L.ike:w-ise Zm is· necE?_ssrar!ly_ greater. ·tl)a.p. or equal to 
zm-1 since no mo-re than (m-1)/2 value$. can be grea.ter than ~m-1 in 
~ th 1. t ·· · · · t ~ z a· · · · .. z > z e so u -.ion. se · .i.or 1 an.· sin.ce . •-. ·....;. .. ··.· _ .... 1-_ .. · m- ·-m: · · :m- . Af?>. a. :re.Sult: exactly 





z(3m-3)/2) are less than or equal to zm-1 including one necessarily 
.. ,.... 
e·quaJ. 'to · Z • 
m-1 
A. '". ,., . The_·.·re,f.ore ,··. if :z(_3. _· ._ ... 1. )·;--2 S z 1 , thert z_. -= z·_. -.1._. .I:f. · · · · · · · · - · · ·. . · m-- ·. · . · m- ·m :m"!9" · 
,.. 
... .flt.: 




. ~ For z(m-l) ;.2., we foll·ow an a,rgument· similar to th.at for z(m+3)/a··· 




set for. Z (m-l) 12 is (Z0 , z1 , •.• , Zm-l) where aga:i:.n p1 ·~ z2 5 . . . 5 Zm-l • , 
The reduced (m+3)/2 member Subset for z(m-1)/2 is CZo, zl, ••• , z(m+l)/2). 
' ·since z(m+l)/2 = ·Z·(.m+l)/2., we .get 







max· (Zm-l' z0), 
2 
2 
. . ,. 
if zo < zm+1 
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.zm-1 ~ .zm+l 
2 2 




5 z2 ~ • • • ~ zm_2 , the solution set is reduced to (Z _1 , z0 ~ ••• , 
Z(m-l)/2 ) which has at least (m-3)/2 values less than or equal to 
I\. 
,.: Z (m-l) 12 ··end one value -e:Xactly eqlla:l t() "Z(tn'-l}/2 , . (The value · 
,.. 
Z(m+l)/2 in the solution set .for Z(Iil•l)/2 is greater than or equal 
A 





" " .Z - z :i:.f z > z •• 
m-3 m-1 ' -1 - m-1 ' 
2 2 2 
,. I\ ~ 
z < z i·r·z < z . • m~3 m-1 ' • ..• . 1 m-1 ,. -





m-3 < z m-1 •• -
2 2 
~ ~ 
~. The Same procedure is followed for Z(m-5)/2 ' Z(m-7)/2 ' .••• , Z1 , 
"' For instance, we know that ·the solution set for z2 is (z( 3-m)/2 ' 
,... 
z(5-m)/2 ' ••• , z(m+3)/2). The sC>ll1tion set for z1 is (z(l-m)/2 ' 
•. 
z(3-m)/2' • • ·' z(m+l)/2> • 
" 
- .:. ,' 
Since z1 ~ z2 ~ ••• ~ z(:m+3)/2 ' the solution set for z2 can· be 
• 
reduced to (Z_(m-3)/2 ' z-(m-5)/2 ' ••• , z0 , z 2 , z 3 , ••• , Z(m+3)/2) • 
... The solution set for z1 Cannot be reduced. Now the solution set :tor 
~ ~ z1 contains the set f'or z2 except for Z(:m+3)/2• At most (Illl-1)/2. 
















l ... ', 
'/--:_:.,' 
,, 
•· ./·'S.,.\·,:; <'..,:· . 
.• 
,. 
of the vaJ.ues in the sol11tion set for z2 are less than or equal to 
z2 , therefore Z2 2:: z.2 • Since z(m+3)/2 ~ z(m+l)/2 , at least (m-3)/2 
of the values in the solution set fcrr Zi are greater than or equaJ. to 
z2 . and one exactly equal to z2 gi. ving (m-1) /2 vaJ.ues in the solution 
~ ~ 
subset for z1 which are greater th~ or equal to z2 . 
.. (Note z2 > 
. , 
Z(m+3) 12 since no more than (m-1) /2 valµes in the s::oltrtion subset for· 
~ ~ A 
,z2 ·are greater t'han·or ·equal to·z(m.+3)/2). 'Now if Z-((m-l)/2) 2::.,z2 ; 
A ~ ~ ~ ~ 
then z1 = z2 . If Z -f(!n,,-l)/2 ) < z2 , then z1 < z2 . The co:mbfa:ie(l 
A. " result is z1 5 z2 . 
" 
,. //\ . 
We have proved that for z1 ~ z2 ~ . • . • ~ zm that z1 ~ z2 ~• •.•. 
< z . 
- m 
need not be given since we can use the symmetry o:r the al.1ove: proof 
for this · latter case . That is to ·say .if Z . < z < . . . < z ·and 
· · · ... . · ·. I -- ·2 - · · · , - :m: 
~ ~ ~ 
z1 ~ z2 ~ ... ~ zm,· as. :_p, ·reviou!3l·_y· :n_roved-·, t·.hen ·Z ,~- z . .. :>· ••• ~ ·· · · - m ······ m--1 -
... "- . 
d Z > z > an m - m-1 -
. I\. . .· . . 
... -~·- z1 .. Since ·in smoothi~g f.t·om the ·e:rid of the series-; 
the last point is the first to,be Smoothed, the next to last, the second, 
. I I 
to be. smoothed, etc., we can let zm = zl, zm-1 = z2, 
. . . ' 
The result can t.hen be written· fi"na1ly as 
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. Property 5. 3. 3: Given a series or m.tl points z1 , z2 , ••• , Zm+ 1 
such 
< < < >: .. · > . > . that zl. _ z2 _ ••• _ zm > zm+l or zl-' z2 _ ••• _ zm < zm+l' then 
A I\ A. I\. A I\ > ~ > 
respectively, z1 :5 z2 ! ... :5 zm :5 zm.+1 or z1 2: z2 2: ••• - zm -
A A ~ ~ 
Zm+ 1 unless Zm = Z (Ill+ l) 12 in which case the turning point zm becpmes 
. I\ /t. A 
stable. . This all providing that z1 , z2 , •.• , Zm+ 1 exist ; and where 
A ~ 
Zi, i = 1, 2, ... , m+l, is defined as Zi = Medm (Zi) form= 3, 5_, 7, ••. 
Proof: From Proper4y 5._3 .. 3, ·we saw that .for a set of- observations 
. A A . A 
zl' z2' ••• ' zm with z1 -$'. z.2 :5 •.• :5 zm that zl :5 z2 5 . . . :5 zm' or 
. ' ~ ~ 
with z1 2: z2 2: ••• ~ ,Zn1 that. z1 2: z2 2: ••• 2: zm for in o.a,a,... From ··-- . . 
Property 5.3.4 we knOW tllat if fm+l)/2 equal data l)Oin.ts (m odd) 
dei'ine a turning' point , then the turning point is stab!~ With re•sped:; 
. . 
Cons14er the case ~f z1 S z2 5 . . . :5 Zm > Zm+ 1 where Zm de.fine.s 
.a; •p··.·e:a.lt_·. The. :s.olut·:fon. set· for :z ... is .cz, +·.·1)1·2_,· z( +3)/.2':e:e .. , ·-z. ·., ..• ' 
-·· · · · · · · · m. · m .... · · m · · .· , · ·· m · · 
· .. ·.. . . -
z(3ni--J.)/2). ,The soluti?n Set forZm+1is cz.(m+3)/2' z(m+5)/2'···, 
) . A Zm+1 , •. , .Z(3m+J.)/2 • 'rhus the sOl;ution set for zm is contained in. 
. . A . 
. the Solution set for Zfu+l exCe:I)t ror ~he absence of z(m+l)/2 and the 
. ~ . . ... presence of z(3m+l)/2' Now· -z: is c·oittairi.~c;l in· ·the. :solµ.tion _set for 
·m· . 
A I\ 
z +l unless z.- .... = z( +l)/2 .. m · ·· · .. m m 
.. 
If Zm = Z(m+l)/2 , then there are (m,-1)/2 Yalues Zm+l' Zm+2., ••• , . . 
A 
z( 3m-3);2 , and z(3m-l)/2.5 z(m+l)/2 ._ lt follows then that z(m+l)/2 = ~ ~- . 
Z(m.+3)/~ = • •• = Zm = Z(m+l)/2 becaµse the solution, sets :for each 
or 'these (m+l)/2 smoothed values contains Z(m+l)/2 and exactly 
(m-l)/2 values less· than z(m+l)/2; thus ma.king z(m+l)/2 the median 
value. S:i.nee there are ( m+ 1) /a, equal values at the turning point , 
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the turning point Z is stable: 
m 
' A A 
If zm# Z(m+l)/2 , then Zm is contained in the solution set for 
A A 
Zm+i • The two values riot in both of the solution sets for Z:m and 
A 




Zm+l > Zm because there are then (m+l)/2· v.alµ.es in the solution -set 
I\ I\ "" for Zm+l which are greater than zm. If Z(3Jn+l)/2 < Zm, then 
h ~ ( 
Zm+l = Zm because there are then only :m~l)./2 values in the 
~ :A. 







.The:re·f ore when Z :/: 
.. . . . m 
solu.t:ion-
z(m+l)/2' 
The proof' of'· 1fne' cas:e ·when .z·. -defi.n.es· :a. trough : fol:l:ow_s <3.4:rect1y· 
. . .... ·m · ..... . 
expli.c-:itly :g!·v¢n •. 
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